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LETTERFrom the Editor 
Andre Rooks 
Graduation brings joyful sorrow 
By Andre Rooks, Managing Editor/Editorial, Whitney Young 
School is a lmost over, and it's time for summer vacation .The time has come for us to leave school, s leep late , make some money and have the time of o ur li ves. I' ve been 
looking forward to this time since Christmas Break. 
Leaving New Expression means that I'm ending a three-year chapter 
in the story of my life . Ending this chapter isn't the easiest thing to do, 
but it's one o f those things that must occur. I remember the days of 
be ing the co-spo rts editor to writing the Pro and Con on interracial 
dating ... everybody seemed to love that story. 
Many seniors can relate to the sadness of departure from high school. 
To showcase my fellow seniors, this month 's NE contains a "Sa lute to 
Seniors," which includes profiles on various members o f the class of 
1994. 
Renecting on these past three years atNE, I realize that I' ll never be able 
to forget the time I've spent here . Then again, why wo uld I ever want to? 
Cover story 
NE staffe rs say goodbye 
Seniors and those leaving our staff include (left to right) Row 
one: Marvin Patlerson, Ana Cabrera, Earnest Weatherby, 
Andre Darcy, Andre Rooks. Second row (left from right): 
Wanda Jones, Ewa Sam acka. Nicole Davis. Not Pictured : 
Jessica Olson. Janiah Aragon, Raven Hill, Ruqaiyah Morris, 
Laticha A llen, and many others ... 
Photo by Amanda deZutter, Whitney Young 
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Cover Story: 
Cops transporting 
By Gabriel Burnette and 
Nikki Felton 
Mr. Clean, a former Impe-
rial Gangster, was standing 
on the corner of St. Louis and 
Shakespeare Streets last July 
with two friends. 
He says a Chicago police 
officer approached him, 
asking Mr. Clean to reveal the 
gang's secret handshake. 
"He asked me to show him 
how I shook up the gang-
sters," said 16-year-old Mr. 
Clean. "But I d1dn't ," he said, 
adding that he would not 
betray his former gang. 
According to Mr. Clean, the 
cop said he and his fr iends 
were going to be taken in fo r 
mob action. After a short ride 
in the squad car, the cop 
dropped the teens off in the 
neighborhood of a rival gang. 
"He walked us off on Beech 
and Spaulding- the King's 
hood," Mr. Clean said , in the 
Humboldt Park area. "He 
expected them to beat us up," 
some of many teens who allege that they 
have been detained by local police, trans-
ported from their neighborhood ahd 
dropped off 1n another area to get beat up. 
In fact, teens tell New Expression such 
incidents are so common, there's even a 
street phrase fo r it: the "Term1nator 
Run." 
That's a reference to Arnold 
Schwarzenegger's run-for-
your-life movies, "Termi-
nator'' and "Runnmg 
Man." 
Asked about the 
Terminator Run, 
W illiam P. Davis , a 
spokesman for the 
Chicago Police 
Department , says 
the department IS " 
not generally 
aware of these 
inc1dents occur-
nng." But , he 
added, it's "not a 
practice the depart-
ment would condone." 
An ex-cop, who now works 
as a Chicago attorney, told New 
Expression he IS familiar 
"Police officers, 
especially those in 
gang units are 
under a lot of 
pressure." 
with the "Terminator Run " He 
was will ing to explam why 
police do it, if h1s name was 
kept out. 
"It's a cat and 
mouse game in 
the streets ," he 
sa1d. Pollee 
off1cers, especially 
those 1n gang un1ts 
are under a lot of 
pressure Cops 
need to be able 
Ex-cop 
he said. 
It was broad daylight, Mr. 
Clean said . "Yeah, I was 
scared. All the Kings saw us 
get out of the car. 
"They saw us, and some 
guys were say1ng someth1ng, 
but we walked away, (un-
harmed) ." 
"I didn't th1nk I was going to 
make it out," he sa1d. 
Mr. Clean, who asked that 
his real name not be 
used,and his friends are just 
to survive , and the "Termr-
nator Run" 1s the police's 
own form of justice , he 
sa1d . 
While he d1d say that 1n 
h1s view the "Terminator 
Run" IS "unlawful restra1nt" 
of a teenager, t1e d1d not 
condemn tt1e act 
"I feel that the teens 
deserved 1t," he sa1d 
"They disrespected the 
cops and needed to be 
disrespected back." 
"The pollee don't have 
000000000 
ns to tough turl 
time to do research," says 
Northwestern Un1versity 
Professor Dwight 
Conquergood. "There's a 
more complicated story that 
po- lice can 't get." 
Gaq..ag:xx:l 
IS an urban 
ethnographer 
who lived 
among the Latin 
Kmgs 1n Albany Park 
rom 1987 to 1992. 
"I am very fam11tar w1th 
this act of the Termina-
tor Run," he says. " I 
believe 1! happens. 
I've heard 1! from too 
many sources. I've 
also heard it from 
more mature 
adults who have 
grown out of 
the gang 
system who are now workmg 
c1t1zens. 
"It's part of bemg a 
work1ng class, poor 
mmority youth. It's part 
of police harassment. 
It's unfortunate " 
Conquergood said 
part of the problem 
stems from a 
"myth" about 
gangs. "When 
you live With and 
get to know 
them, you 
real1ze 
they're not 
all wa1llng 
monsters 
and k1ll1ng 
mach1nes 
These are 
complicated, poor 
youngsters, mony of 
them of color " 
Back in 1989, two 
14 year old black 
youths were struck by 
two wl11tc cops ,\nd 
delive red to a pr e 
dommately whrte 
sectron in Carh1ryvi llc 
T t1o teens wc r 
attacked by whites. 
The highly-publicized case led 
to public outcry and increased 
racial tensions. 
But the teens that talked to 
New Expression say the 
"Terminator Run· is not 
necessarily a racially-moti-
vated act . Black and Latino 
cops allegedly commit the act 
with black and Latino youth. 
Equally important, teens say 
non-gang members are also 
victims of the "Terminator 
Run." But gangs are easy 
targets , the ex-cop says, 
because they are not likely to 
report police brutality. 
"These cops don't think 
gang members are human 
beings." says a North S1de 
acllv1st who works with teens. 
He says he was driving home 
recently, behind a police car, 
when the pollee dropped off a 
teen. 
"T hey dropped a King in my 
neighborhood. And they told 
some guys, 'You can't kill him, 
but you can beat him up.' All 
they want to do is get th1s guy 
beat up." 
He sa1d he's w1tnessed the 
"Terminator Run" four t1mes. 
"Usually, the pollee want 
1nformat1on from the teenag-
ers, l1ke who's selling drugs, 
who shot who, who's sell ing 
the guns. Or they're looking 
for someone they have a 
warrant to arrest. 
"When they don't get 1t, then 
they want these guys to get 
beat up.'' 
In the mov1e, "Menace II 
Soc1ety," pollee beat up a pa1r 
of black youths and then drop 
them off at a mostly Latmo 
n 1ghborhood wt1ere t11e cops 
hope they'll g t another 
beat1ng The plan b<1cl-.f1res. 
and the gang tl\kt s the yollths 
to the 11osp1tal 
Tt1c1t's Hollywood 
In real life. I ens allege. the 
pollee plan works all too well. 
A lso contributing: Lena 
Henderson and Roxanna 
Harnesberry NE 
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Teens tackle torturous task 
Public speaking club training future orators 
Editor's note: Toastmasters International is a 
speaking club offered to students in the Boys & 
Girls Club. If you would like more information, 
contact the Lathrop Boys & Girls Club, (312} 348-
1866. The following are comments from teens 
who were in the program. 
"When I gave my first speech, I wasn't really nervous 
because I'm very outspoken. Talking in front of people 
doesn't bother me at all. 
"My first speech was about education. And a smart·ass 
(audience) member named Chris tried to make me sound 
stupid, but I showed him that not only did I know what I 
was talking about, but a couple of other things too. What I 
learned from Toastmaster's was that you shouldn't be 
intimidated by anyone (like hecklers) or anything when 
giving a speech. 
"I would encourage others who have a problem speak· 
ing in front of others to take this class. Just relax, and 
take your time when talking in front of people." 
Gabriel Burnette "/like giving speeches," says Marquis Bumelle, as he practices his public speaking skills before a tough crowd--teenagers. Burne lie is one of several Boys & Girls Club members who gained practical speaking training through Toastmasters 
International. 
Why did I get in Toastmasters? 
Learning to speak beyond the obvious 
Because of what people were telling me about it-they 
have snacks every week and you talk about things you like. 
My first speech was about myself. I just gave a lecture 
about what I did and do tor the Boys & Girls Club. I felt 
comfortable because I like giving speeches. I liked almost 
all my speeches .. and the audience liked each one. I gave 
1 0 speeches. 
"I've been in toastmasters for one year now. 
My first speech in Toastmasters was all about 
me. I really did not know what to say because, as 
you know, it's hard to talk about yourself unless 
you're conceited. 
"My favorite speech was about abortion. I 
really felt strong about the topic, and when 
you feel strong about something, you know 
just what to say at the right time. 
I learned how to speak better and to speak in earnest. I 
felt I already knew how to speak, but (Toastmasters) did 
help though! 
"My thoughts during my first speech were, 
'Man, when is this going to be over?' and 'I wish 
they will all stop staring at me.' 
"You learn how to prepare yourself to give 
a speech, how to have confidence in yourself 
and to respect others' opinion." 
What public speaking advice would I give? Don't say 
'and' or 'uh' so much. Other than that, you will be alright. 
Shanda Arnold 
Marquis Burnette 
Do yon atu'nd illlfODr of tbrse Nortb Side schools? 
Amnndsen 
Clenaente 
Foreman 
Gorden Tech 
KelvynPark 
Lakeview 
Lane 
Lin(lelnPnrk 
Madonna 
Mather 
Roosevelt 
Schurz 
Senn 
Spanlding 
Sull i v;tn 
Weber 
Von Steuben 
Are you involved in an interesting club on the 
North Side? We want to hear from you! Telf us 
what's going on io your neighborhood, better 
still, jQin our bureau! Call Adolfo or liz at 
(312) 64'1 .. NEWS. 
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Senn students Sb._llrt with the idea 
of c.ed gym classes, survey 
By Margie Pruitt 
Senn High School 
A recent survey by the student newspa-
per at Senn Metropolitan Academy finds 
that more than half of the teens do not 
support the school administration's 
decision to separate males and females 
during gym class. 
Of the 1 00 students surveyed by the 
Senn Times, 53% said they are not in 
favor of the gym policy, which went into 
effect last September. 
The survey was conducted among an 
equal number of males and females in 
1Oth, 11th and 12th grades. 
The results show that more males than 
females like co-ed gym. 
David Arendt, a senior, calls the change 
sexist. "Considering we are all maturing 
adults, we should be able to get along 
without any problems," he said. 
Linda Class, a junior, supports separat-
ing the sexes for gym class. "I think it's a 
good idea," she says. "In the first place, 
girls get their privacy and guys do as well. 
G uys aren't teasing or arguing over who 
is better in sports. 
''The bad thing is, you can't show off or 
flirt without guys in the class," she said. 
Some members of the school's Physi-
cal Education Department were skeptical 
at first, but almost all of the department 
now likes the new arrangements. 
"It's easier for locker room security and 
the students are more behaved, espe-
cially the girls," says Debra Steinke. "They 
seem more enthusiastic to swim because 
there are less embarrassments." 
But gym teacher Pamela Young prefers 
co-ed classes. She says she likes to see 
the athletic ability in the males and 
females athletes at the same time. 
Separate but e.-: 
Males ~nd females lt 
Senn Metropolitan 
Academy are separa,ted 
for gym classes. The' 
Senn Times, the school 
paper, asked 100 
students if they support 
co-ed gym, 
GENDER YES NO 
Male 72% 24% 
Female 34% 62% 
T ota I 53% 43% 
Clemente students 
record songs 
A group of Chicago Latino high school students w1ll 
release the1r f1rst C.D. recording this month. "Son Del 
Barrio," is a group of Roberto Clemente students who 
perform salsa music. The group chose its name for 1ts dual 
meamngs: '1rom the hood" and "sounds from the hood." 
The C.D. conta1ns e1ght teen-produced songs that 
address positive issues and cultural pnde. The students 
Members of the music group "Son Del Barno" pose 
for a publtcitJ photo to promote thetr first CD out 
this month. The group's name lw.s a dual meanmg 
in Spanish·· ''from the hood" and "sounds from the 
hood." 
wnte, smg and 
choreograph 
the1r own mus1c. 
"Son Del 
Barno" IS known 
for 1ts appear-
ances at the 
Fiestas 
Patronales 1n 
Humboldt Park. 
The group has 
been the 
open1ng act for 
various record-
Ing artists from 
Puerto R1co 
The students recorded the1r songs at a local stud1o 
The C.D.s will be avrulable June 16 for $1 0, w1th casettes 
costmg $8. Any one interested can contact Joe Dones of 
Aspira or Marcos Vilar, a Clemente teacher, at (312) 534-
4097 or (312) 534-4523. 
N u m}l_er 
cruncnq 
Kudos to Lane Tech: 
The school's math club 
is the first place 
winner or the Cblcago 
Citywide Math League. 
The teacher, Jean 
Blddulph, said the 
scheal also received a 
second place trephy 
from the 22nd Annual 
High School Mathematics 
Competition. 
Students teaching 
the way of peace? 
A Lmcoln Park h1gh school teacher hopes 
to use students to help resolve confl1ct 
throughout the school 
Mabel S1ms, a busmess teacher at 
Lmcoln Park, 1s havmg students m her 
busmess commumcat1on sk1lls class to 
combat teenage crime by having them 
... cour se objectives 
include higher level 
thinking, listening 
and relating 
effectively with 
others ... 
come up w1th 
reasonable a ter-
natlves to conflict 
The students 
compile a portfolio 
of current newspa-
per art1cles on 
crime and guns, 
and demographics 
on v1ct1ms and 
offenders . Stu-
dents must come up w1th oral presenta-
tions. and a solid act1on place to resolve 
conflict 
'The course objectives include h1gher 
level thmking listening and relat1ng effec-
tive ly with others and acceptmg responsi-
bility," sa1d Mrs S1ms 
S1ms env1s1ons the Implementation of a 
school-w1de confl1ct resolution class. 
Aspira trains tommorrow's Latino leaders jcoming to Logan Square: 
1 
i, Youth leadership council 
By Laura Hurtado, tafT Writer, Schurz 
Applications are being taken now for 
juniors and seniors Interested in 
participating in Asp1ra's leadership 
program during the 1994-1995 school 
year. 
The focuses on leadership, com-
munity service, culture and how 
public policy affects Latinos. To join, 
you must first be involved in the 
Aspira club 
Students attend leadership seminars 
on Saturdays from November through 
April, and eventually receive a 40-hour 
pa1d 1nternsh1p 1n the1r area of interest. 
Geraldme Franco, 17, a junior at 
Amundsen, part1c1pated in the pro-
gram th1s year. "I developed Skills for 
leadership, commitment and lots of 
responsibility ," she sa1d. 
~Jut!r-nt! from tlrr A !fllra Publtc Poltcy Lntrlr·nlup l 'tO)IW/11 flu· 
~:rout' !pt•t!l thP pall yr•ar ft•armnx ubouJINJdt·n lllfl, r·ommtullt} 
!Prvtrt', r ulturl' and how puhltc polrcy affn 11 LCIJmo\. 
Some 
students are 
selected for a 
summer 
mternsh1p 
program in 
Wash1ngton, 
D.C. The 
program has 
1ncluded guest 
speakers such 
as Aldermen 
B1lly Ocas10, 
Rick MunoL, 
and State 
Senator M1guel 
del Valle 
The current 
group orga-
n1zed a Youth Roundtable at Roberto 
Clemente, wh1ch consisted of work-
shops on civil nghts, health, economic 
development, housing, commun1ty 
development and educat1on Nearly 
1 00 students from area h1gh schools 
attended 
The group wrapped up the program 
w1th internships dunng Spnng Break 
in April. Nmeteen students partici-
pated m Internships in law, housmg 
agenc1es, political off1ces, Journalism 
Jocelyn Luna, 19, of Amundsen, 
sa1d: "I have more confidence m 
myself now. I learned that 1f you really 
want to do 
somethmg, you 
\ , outh e~)unctl 1s npe.:tctlt~' b.: set up m Lt1gan 
'qu.~re untla a pl.ln spearhc.u.led t'l~ the Log3Il 
quJrt' c1ghhorhootl A"t'lCI3llOn The teens th.ll 
"tlllx -.ckctcd for the council" til dnclop 
programs tor) outh. mdutlmg mcnwnng 
The neighborhood a-.sl'lCI.lliOn 1s "~'rl..mg to 
unplt•ment '"'era I pr~)grams to hnl.. schtX1Is cll1-.cr 
to the rommunll):. Among the goals' h,l\ c parents 
worl..mg 111 the clas'n'oms. 1-.cep t'crtam schoob 
open at mght to sen c as cnmmullll) c<:nters .mtl 
cncour.tgc teachers w purch.tsc homes 111 the .m.~.l . 
Teens llltcn:l.tcd 111 m~'rt' 1nf'~mnallon t'n 1lw 
\Outh count·tl 'htlttld t·all Re\ (\,lt1n .lt LS A. 
(H 2) 1R4 -1370. 
can do 11 1f you 
try hard . 
If you are 
Interested in 
part1c1patmg, and 
you ore going to 
be o junior or 
sen1or m the fall, 
contact Roberto 
Cordero at 
Aspira, at (312) 
252 0970. 
WANTED: NORTH SIDE REPORTERS 
This is the second issue of NE with a special section devoted to news from 
the North Side. Our North Side team of reporters uncovered New 
Expression's June cover story, the Terminator Run. If you'd like to join our 
North Side Bureau, call Adolfo or Liz at (312) 641-NEWS. Our office is 
located at the Boys & Girls Club on Leavitt Street, near Clybourn Avenue. In 
the fall, we'll officially open our South Side Bureau at DuSable High School. 
Both bureaus are made possible by a grant from the MacArthur Foundation. 
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11 April's NE, we pased this question: W~ admit the abuse that goes on in homes and often results, later, in teen pregnancies. A 
;,::: . 
. .« dU/.:;x'Z: ;;::· ;o;• w '~ •• 
because they will know the different kinds of 
contraceptives that are available and will 
Latoya had her first child at 15. Two years later, she had her second ~~?· 
child. Now, at 19, she's pregnant with child number three. She is on [1f 
welfare. Is she having babies to get more money from the F·"'.: .• ~.t~E~(·'.·;·  .. ~: government? Lots of people think that teenagers like Latoya, who are A~ 
on aid and have more than one child, are doing so to fatten up their ~~ 
recent study indicated a 
connection between child 
sexual abuse and teen 
pregnancies. Girls sexually 
abused as children have a 
higher chance of becoming 
pregnant as teens. 
II teens don't get 
love, don't receive 
sex education and 
can't afford birth 
have options about 
abortion. 
Families also need to try 
harder to give their children 
the attention and love they 
need. Then, their teens 
wouldn't have to turn to the 
streets. Teens need to be 
able to talk to their parents 
about their problems. If 
some families need help, 
because I had someone to love who wouldlove 
me back. But I also had a lot of stress trying to 
go to school and take care of a child. I had my 
second child when I was 17. When I had sex I 
used rubbers, except for one time. I guess I 
thought that one time wouldn't hurt, but ~ did. I 
tried to get information from a fake crisis 
pregnancy center. Teens need more honest 
information about sex and sexuality. We don't 
need more lies! 
checks. What do you think? Here are the winning answers. f* ni~ ton!f~! wa~ funttftt ~r a ~ran! from !~f ~ol~ ~ro~.founaanon .. a C~ka~o tonmn ]J 
C- ,,.,.,t~h,_:$k%\tti1N1tbddtl$% """'"'''''·'"'\~ :;',,.,"'·"''*'hdLAdfi#tiMJ'gJ 
If teens don't get love, 
don't receive sex education 
and can't aftord birth 
control or an abortion, the 
control or an 
abortion, the 
number of teen 
pregnancies will 
continue to rise. 
Now, I am a senior in high school 
graduating in June. I will go to college in the 
fall. I live at the Maryville Parenting Teen 
Center which helps me ~ sex education and 
parenting classes. I agree that teenagers don't 
need babies at this age. It is hard and 
First Place 
By Shamonda Roberts 
Prologue Alternative 
Teacher: Ms. Anagnostopoulos 
These days we hear a lot about we~are 
mothers and teens who get pregnant for larger 
we~are checks. Teen mothers are blamed for 
everything from poverty to violence. In my 
experience as a teen mother and living with 
other teen mothers, I have never encountered 
a teen who got pregnant to increase her aid 
check. 
I believe there are many reasons why 
teens get pregnant. Many teens can't aftord 
birth control and are ashamed to go to their 
parents for help. Some teens think, "Oh, I've 
been having sex for this long without getting 
pregnant, I must not be able to." (Unfortu-
nately, many teens get pregnant within six 
months of becoming sexual~ active.). When 
they do get pregnant, they have no other 
choice but to keep the baby because they 
can't aftord an abortion. The lowest rate for 
an abortion I've found in Chicago was $160, 
with a medical card. Finally, some teens feel 
they don't get enough love and attention at 
home. So, they turn to the streets. And when 
they get pregnant they are happy because 
they have someone to love, and someone 
who will love them back. We also have to 
number of teen pregnan-
cies will continue to rise. 
My solution to the lack of sex education 
and birth control is for adults to talk to teens. 
Let teens know where to get birth control, and 
provide education and information so they 
can learn more about contraceptives and 
safer sex and so they can make better 
choices. 
The price for birth control should be 
lowered and in certain s~uations it should be 
free. There should be truthful booklets about 
the good and bad parts of abortions. With this 
in mind, teens could make better choices and 
keep their chances of getting pregnant down 
NO BOOKS. NO TESTS. ,,.-- ~ ... 
JUST A COMPLIMENTARY ,-' ~~~~~:~:; 
DESSERT ,1' ~ .... ~ o~e ·~ 0~e~~ ~ 1 
• / ~~~r e<:. ,o '.>'$'" o' ~ , 
Stop by North Pier's bois1erous Tex-Mex hangout and ~ \.~~l' 'oe~ ~~e:P\\·~\' ~· 
enjoy- gratis-one of our delectable desserts, like ... Texas '..-...'t~'- ~.;:,.~e<oe'~- ~~ \O.,_ (; ~~ o~e / 
dirt calce, key lime pie and chocolate chimichangas. H1\~~ ~c~''~- -~ e~\S ~'o\e ~o'"\tJ.. . / 
And while you're at it, grab our other great grub- / !_,<o ce<:." £~ ~ ~ <:.'~-~~e<:. ~.,_<s <?,\~ 
sizzlin' sensations, like Texas BBO ribs, beef brisket " \'~ ~e9 e<:.·'l\<s ~i 0 ~~/ 
and chicken, fajitas, fresh seafood, burgers and a " ~\O~ ~ -"' 
whole roundup of favorites from both sides of the ...._ - ~ 
border. And don't forget our complimentary grazing 1tuz- 0; · · 
tables', loaded with spuds, beans, cornbread, chips, salsa ~ 
and more. '7\. ..,1 
So bring in the certificate, loosen your belt and enjoy a A.~ · 
whole herd of Texas specialties. 401 E. Illinois [North 
'Gru!ng abln collll'imwiW"f wrth any mtree at dJnn.r and wrth salads, (312) 644-0300 
sandwhes and Mmcan dishes at lunch. Reservations and all major credit cards 
STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT SEX 
6 N E JUNE1994 
That's why there's 
Planned Parenthood 
Am I ready for ooX? l'vlaybe I am. .. but maybe 
I'm not - it's all sort of confusing. I need some straight talk 
atmt rom map-dedsicns. 
My older sister said I should ~to Planned 
~arentraxl. She said the peqJie at Planned 
Parentraxl really listen to you, and they cjve you straig-Jt 
aJ"lSSM3rs to your queslbns. Not the same old ledures. 
She said they'd give me the facts I need - about birth 
control, safer sex, and sexually transmitted infections- so 1 
can make my OMl d'til35. 
Everything's private and oonfidential. And the fees are 
low, so I can afford it 
So I'm gjng to Planned Parenthcxxi. Because if you're 
thinking about having sex, yoo cblt need the same old line - 'you 
need some straight talk. 
Call the Information & Referral 
Hotline 312/427-2ASK (2275) 
fJ Planned Parenthood® 
there should be centers to 
help or hotlines they could call. 
I had my first child when I was 15. I didn't 
feel as though I was loved at home. When a 
boy came up to me who I liked, ~ made me 
feel good. When I had my baby, I was happy 
stressful. But, you can make it. Teen mothers 
are not trying to cheat the system. The 
"System" has already cheated them! 
Second place 
By latoya Trotter • Undblom Technical High School • Teacher: Mrs. Rutherford 
I think tt is a shame that a person would bring the innocent spirit of a child into the worXl 
on~ for their own finarx:ial gain. I think some people who receive government assistarce 
take total advantage of the system which was not set up to provKle fifetime finarrial support, 
but to provide temporary stwort in times of need. n would seem to me that ff you don~ have 
the finarrial means to st.ppor1 the first child, ~u shoukl not bri1YJ arother child into the 
It would seem to me 
that if you don't have 
the financial means 
to support the first 
child, you should not 
bring another child 
into the world to 
face hardships, 
heartache and pain. 
worXl to face hardshps, heartache and pain. 
If you look at the news, you will see that some 
people take total advantage of government 
assistaoce. They continue to have more and more 
children, for which they receive more finarrial 
support from the govemmenl Some of these people 
oome from famifles that are second and third 
generafuns of famirleS dependent on pOOfiC 
assistance. 
In mJily cases, tha ~ is not used to create a 
stable rome environment, with the basic necessiOOs 
stx:h as ~ and ootm;J and a decent place to live, 
but instead is used to provide &wort for a lifeslyk! of 
dn.gs, ak:ohol and material thirl;js, vmich do no~ 
to benefit the growth and develqxnent of a child. 
People today need to understand that ff you don't have the proper edoortion, job trai~ 
and finarrial means to take care of your fvst child, then vlrrf bring on the chal1erge of 
arother hungry mouth to feed, dependent on pubfiC assistance? 
If you are on government assistance, I think n is total~ irresponsible of you to have 
arother child. Why burden the government a second, third or fourth time with ~ financial 
aKl needs, all n the name of greed? 
Third Place 
By Shant Abrahamian • St. Patrick High School • Teacher: Mr. Brooks 
I don't believe that teenagers are having babies to financially improve their living 
conditions, but I think there is another explanation why - the lack of sex education 
knowledge. 
Today, there are too many kids having kids. These teenagers are so young and 
immature they don't know much about life. I think the rampant rise in teenage pregnancies 
It's not the 
government's 
responsibility 
to raise these 
children; It's 
the parents' 
duty. 
stems from not teaching our children about sex at 
home or in school. We need to inform them that 
having babies at an early age is not in the best 
interest for either party - them or their babies. They 
don't think about what the consequences of having 
babies can do to their future. Education, career goals 
and their teenage years will have to be sacrificed 
when an unplanned pregnancy occurs. 
They cannot take care of themselves, so what 
makes them think that they can take care of a 
helpless baby that depends on them for everything? 
The government can help them with the welfare 
system, but welfare can't give them everything that 
goes along with becoming a parent. And how long is the government going to support 
these children? It's not the government's responsibility to raise these children; it's the 
parents' duty. If they are old enough to be having sex, they are old enough to take the 
responsibility of financial~ supporting these babies. 
expresszon 
AL NEW EXPRESSIONS 
.• LOPED IN C OOPEHATION WITI I THE MAYOR'S TAS 
Dr. Jekyll & Media Hype By James Boozer Simeon Vocational H.S. 
Teens are suffering from negative images of themselves and their peers, especially teens of 
color in large cities like Chicago. Listen. 
"It makes me feel as if there is no hope for tomorrow's future. I don ' t think I'll ever marry. 
All of the young black men will be dead," said Adrienne Samuels, 16, a junior at Morga1 
Park High School. 
In this supplement about Changing the Image of Youth, seven teenage 
journalists were asked to examine the sources of the teen image problem, 
with a special focus on the media. 
"They [the media] think that teens are crazy, they' ll ruin the world, 
they ' re too rad ical, they' ll all go to nell!" said Keenan Wynn,l8, a 
teen journalist who is also a senior at Mount Carmel High Schoo 
Today's teens are different from those in the past. But, you 
must ask yourself this question: Are teens today only 
doing negative things? 
The answer is no. There are teens doing good things 
James Boozer, 17, 
Simeon Vocational H.S. 
Photo: Heather Black,}{.,nwood 
to better themselves and their schools and communities. There are teens who do respect their 
parents and, most importantly, themselves. But, you hardly ever hear about those types of teens 
-only the ones who do bad things and then get displayed on a silver platter by the mainstream 
media. 
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If you really want to know how today's teens are different compared to those of the past, ask 
one. In the meantime, you can read what these seven teens had to say. 
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. CHANGING THE IMAGE OF YOUTH 
New Expression · An 
Outspoken 17·Year·Old 
by A race(\ Jaimes 
Senn Metro H.S. 
In January 1986, Nelv Expression asked 90 
adults and 90 teen for their opinion. on 
statements about teenage tereotypcs (for 
example: teens today are immoral ; teen<., today 
are elfi h; and, teen today are suicidal). 
The resulting article. "How Do Adulb Y1C\.\ 
Teens?" is one example of hO\\ eH £\pu ,_ 
szon has been CO\enng i'>sue conccmmg teen'> 
from the teens' point of\ iew for seventeen 
years. since its founding in 1977. 
No\.\, a we examine the image \)f) outh in 
1994, it eems like a good time to look at how 
past youngjoumali ts . aw them .... el'e" and 
their peers. 
In the Nov/Dec. 1986 issue, two teen report-
ers asked the que tion: Are mo<,ttcen'> delin-
"The mctl1a I'> '>upp<N~d to g1\e U'> all the 
quent<,? 
Or does 
r----------------, fact\, nut the one.., th.lt \Ound better and 
the pre s 
want them 
to be? 
Their 
New Expression more appcal111g," '>aid a January J9<J2 article entitled "c:;t) le O\Cr '>Ub'>tancc" 
The '>tory went on to '>a) thut nc\V'> tod.t) 
I'> bccommg fun to \.\atch \.\.lth all thl'> 
\ 1olencc and \.\.ar. But I'> 1t ne""'" or 
entertammcnt (like the TV show..," op">" 
and "True torics of the H1ghway Pa-
trol ")? 
Thc-.c <,hows wouldn't cxic.,t 1f \Omeone 
didn't con\idcr -.tones about murder'>. 
violence and crime to be entertaining. 
inve tiga-
tion found 
that about 
80 percent 
of the 
headlines 
over a 
seven-
month 
period in 
1986 
presented 
Ia teen c:nme neaunq up 1 
However, New E\prc'\ \ion ha a tliffcr-
ent view about entertainment (for in-
stance, the po..,it1vc th1ng" teen-. accom-
the word 
"teen" in a 
negative way. 
In October 1991 , New Expres-
sion noted that front-page space 
was given to a &uburban teenager, 
killed in a drug deal which did not 
go as planned, wherea'>, "When 
ever a long story is written on a 
black teenager, it'!-> usually about 
them killing a police officer or a 
gang member or being killed by a 
gang member." Thi<, raised the 
question in the headline, "fis the] 
Death of suburban teens more 
newsworthy?'' 
pll">h OrjU\t \.\.hat 
teen'> like to do 
for fun). Of 
course, New 
E\pression ai">O 
writes to infonn 
teens about the 
ncgati c things. 
Not bccau">c 
we th1nk the 
problem'> an; 
entertaining, but, 
becau'>c 
Nell' C\fH·c•nwn 
i"> llltCJC">ted Ill 
finding 
solution!'> to 
lhes~; problems. 
J"holoH: ( _!ov(' r"' or N('";W Expr(•HHlon , Junuu•·y/Ji"ohunr•y, 19H5 
nnd New Jt~XJ)I"t'.HUlon .Jununrv, IHHI 
You Were A Teenager Once, Too 
by Ramhanh G. Harris 
Mor~an Park H.S. 
Ate teenagers and adults really dl.fferent? 
Do I even have to ask? 
But. how about when today's adults were teenagers, were 
they dlffereot, then? And, bow would they compare tbem-
sclve. with the teens of today? 
Here are the results of a random survey in which 
adult were asked to recall their teen years: 
33% of adults said teenagers today are 
similar to teenagers of years past. 
67Cc said that teenagers today are not 
similar to past teens. 
Wh n ll'ked "Ho"" do you think you would he Vlt'Wt>d by the 
mt><ha 1f }Ou ""er~ a teen today?' {Vie\loed meamn!! the media 
1~ looktn!! at jOU a. a third party). 
The re'>ults were: 
25£7c aid they might be viewed somewhere 
between well and badly. 
35% said they would be viewed well. 
40<(. of the adult said they would be 
viewed badly. 
"If you werP a teen t.oday hO\\ do you think you would be 
tre:~td by the media and adult]' [treated me.1nmg thought 
of, or talked about). 
There ults were: 
5% said they would be trt-ated well. 
l6o/o said they would be treated badly. 
79o/o said they would be treated S<>me-
where in well and badly. 
Do th~ an~wen; to this Ia. t quest1on (95~ feel they would be 
treuwd h:tdly or in betwe.-n) actually mean that both pa t and 
pre~nl teens were destmed to gt'l a bad rap in our ~1ety'? 
Mayb..• part of today'. teens negativt> 1mage 1~ natural'"Tet>nage 
Rchclhon." If so, d(){'s It mean th:lt adults thmk tt>ens \\ill 
1-:row out oft heir problems as the)' grow out of the1r lt't'n years. 
We asked 
"Out of the !t•cnagcrs you know today. would you s:ty thes are 
good lcndt•r8 for tomorrow'."" 
The results were pretty mut.·h evenly split bt>tween yes. no 
and don't kn011 . The adults that Slltd yes. ft>lt l('t>n.-tgt>rs today 
arc on n good start to bt>cotmng lender$. 
The ont>:-. thnl sn1d no. l)n the other hand. felt t.t't'ns are nor 
n'ndy yel. Ont> adult wid. "Teens still haw somt> ~~~wing up 
lo do. hut when the) hnvc tim~hcd cxp..'rimt'nhng wtt.h whnt 
tht.• world has to oficr. the~ willlx' ~eat leaders· 
The adults \1 hu sa1d the~ didn't know gnvc sewrnl re~tsons 
for th01r opmion mduding- th1~. ·Tod::~y's tt't'ns are under sicgt' 
from every s11k nH'dia. homl' hft>, schools, thi:; ~·h:wlic 
~ctcty . . how ntn Wl' t.'XPl'cl or nnt1npntc lt'l'ns to tind thl'il' 
way to till' rolt• or n rcsponsiblt• t'itin•n, much lt':lS ,\ ~lll'J ,ll 
lt'lldl'r'? 
"Whl•n tl'l'ns l':l n rNtch lht'tr realities. <'XJlt't'tAtJllll:l, nt't'd~. 
ond J.tllnls lhon only t•nn 110 hopt' to aclut>w lt'Adershlp from 
thl'm." 
A SPECIAL NEW EXPRESSION SUPPLEMENT 9 
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Teens pay high price 
for newspaper coverage 
by Kaiti Estell 
H,irsch Metro H.S. 
I've got some good news and some bad news. 
The good news is that sometimes positive newspa-
per stories on teens outweigh negative stories. The 
bad news is that it doesn't tip the scale very often. 
I took a week's worth of newspaper articles on 
teens, from the Chicago Sun-Times and the Chicago 
Tribune, and compared the negative stories to the 
positive ones. Here's what I discovered: 
# ositive #Negative 
Stories Stories 
nday,May 9 5 7 
esday, May 10 3 12 
We dnesday, May 11 2 9 
Th ursday, May 12 6 7 
Fr iday, May 13 7 0 
At least two-thirds of al l the positive 
stories had to do with teens being great 
ath letes. The other third of the positive 
articles portray teens as an intelligent 
group of young people. I'll give you an 
example of both. · 
On May 13, the Chicago Tribune ran 
an article in the sports section about an 
outstanding teen track star who had won 
a I 00-and 200-meter dash , and a 400-
and 800-meter relay for t:1e SICA East 
Boys Track and Field Championship. 
Also in the Tribune, M ay 9,thcrc was 
an artic le about the Illinois Math and 
Science Academy winning an ann ual 
high school con test called "B::ttle of the 
Brains"-- a mental contest requiring 
quick recall of facts in literature, lan-
guage arts, social studies, fine arts, ar:d 
rapid calculations of problems in 
sci:::.1ce and math. 
I had to look closely to find those 
positive articles. Unfortunately, the 
negative news on teens are usually 
easier to find. 
On May 12, the Sun-Times had an 
article about a drive-by shooting where 
one teen was killed and two teens were 
wounded. The police had no suspects, 
Two-thirds of the positive newspaper stories 
about teens relate to sports. 
but they believed the shooting was gang-related (see 
related sto ry) . This artic le appeared on page five. 
The first positive story doesn ' t show up until 82 
pages later, in the sports section. 
The Tribune even stretches far beyond the U.S. to 
find negative stories on teens. This newspaper 
ran an article on May I 2 about street urchins 
forming an army of woe for China. The article 
said that e ight years ago, there were no 
juvenile courts. With the rise of crime by 
teens, China now has I ,621 juvenile courts. 
Where are the positive stories? In the 
Chinese papers? 
This exercise has caused me to realize 
that if you're a teen, and you' re not 
doing something negative, like selling 
drugs, killing, or robbing someone, 
it's harder to make it into the news-
paper, unless you're a great athlete 
or incredibly smart. We as individu-
als know that this is not right. What 
can be done to change this? 
1 believe journalists must go and 
talk to teens and sec what good 
things they are doing. They 
shouldn't just be writing about the 
teen who won a state basketba ll 
championship. How about a young 
teenager who is helping her crippled 
grandmother, going to school, and has 
a job? Or, a child who has a learning 
disability and overcomes it. Maybe if 
this is done, it wi ll change how adu lt view 
teens. and how teem view them. elves. 
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NEW EXPRESSION TRAINS MORE THAN 80 TEENS PER YEAR IN JOURNALISM, 
ILLUSTRATION, COMPUTER GRAPHICS & ADMINISTRATION 
Good journalists, 
bad news 
by Keenan Wynn 
Mount Carmel High School 
Traditionally, a key part of a journalist's job 
has been to point out problems and report 
them to the general public. But as the 90's 
progress, <;O has the job of a joumali st. 
Many people realize that just pointing out 
problems doesn't accomplish much. So 
broadca<;t and print journalisL<; have been 
making the attempt to point out \olutions to 
the problems which they report. 
"I f the news makers would become 
problem c;,olver'i in)tead of muckrackers, 
it would definitely help the rncdia's 
image," said Dav1d 
Thompson, 18. 
As we move towards the 
new millennillln, more 
and more journal ists will 
have to find solutions for America\ problems. A good 
example of broadca<;t media getting invol\ed in the 
problem-o;olv mg proce~s 1s the health senes 8 ' nev\., 
aired on the cau cs and effects of colon cancer. 
Through tests distributed at Chicagoland F&M di-.llibu-
tion stores, their weck.-long scric., \a\l!d many live..,. 
"I never knew colon cancer could be so dangerous!'" 
<;aid Leslie Wright, 19. "I took the test at F&M anti felt 
better because of it." 
Ncw-;watchers arc getting -.id, of heanng who 
Madonna is dating, how former Vice Prc..,idcnt Dan 
Quayle cmbarnt-;sed himself, and who's getting 
divorced in llollywood. More and more, ~ople want 
responsible joumalism that makt:s the11·1lves easier. 
"I think. the mo~t interesting i~sue of Nell' f~lprl'ssion J 
read in a long time was the etlitionthat gave information 
on how to gel jobs, the information really hel~d me," 
said Thompson. 
In toduy's society, violence. d111gs and gangs tule thl' 
inner-city streets. They al'\o make for good news. 11ut 
the "nipside" of ull the violence our cities arc experienc-
ing i~ the creativity and pPsitivity by stuuc111s 011 all 
ll!vels. 
Gang related? 
bv Kaiti Estell 
Hirsch Metro H.S. 
True story: A young lady named Nadia had 
been dating a young man (caiJ him John) 
who already had a girlfriend. But, adia 
didn't know that. 
What's more, Ra ha, the young man' 
girlfriend, wa the jealou type and she told 
Nadia that if she didn't stop seeing John, 
she'd make her top. 
adia a ked Ra ha how he was going to 
do that. Well. .. 
The two girl started fighting (it wa a big 
fight. too, right out ide the lunchroom at 
noon, but that' not important). What i 
important i that when I tried to break-up the 
fight, Ra<>ha'" friend tarted fighting me. 
t ext thing I know, we're all taken to the 
principal' · office. su pended and ent home. 
The following day I had to go back to 
school and pick-up my ·u pen ion form. 
When I looked at it, I sa\v there w~ a check 
mark next to "Gn.ng Related" for the narure 
of the su pension. 
There had to be ami take, I thought, I'm 
not in an) gang. 
l asked the di. ciplinnrian why the check 
\\ J<; there and she aid. "Bee au e there \\ere 
more than tvvo people in\olved." 
Ridi ·ulous, isn't it, but, that's' hat they 
taught me at ·choolthal day. Two·s com-
pany, three's :1 gang. 
While heating about av.ard-winntng -;rudent~ m1ght 
not be cono.;idered a· ne" '>wonh) a· a drive-b;. ·hooting, 
poslli\e 'tories ha\c thetr place in the medi.t 
.. omctimcs I get tired of \\.Itching the ne\\~ because 
or all the negauvit) the) ~ho'' ... said Le:lit' . "1 would 
ltk.e to hear about more cultural stories. and \\hat 
h1cago \ young people are do mg.'' 
Even amidst all the' iolencc and negntivit), Chicngo's 
youth arc and have been invohed in many other 
mterc~ting programs that can bt: reponetl in the ne\\~. 
hicago \youth ha\c a worltl of their lm n, aml if the 
news maker~ wou It! report thesl' events, the 1 t\)h\cm or 
the ~a-called generation gap w llild be cut1ai led. 
'"One of the main rca-;ons nlder people tltln 'tuntlcr-
stand today':- )'l)llth is because the~ won' t take the time 
to understamlus!" said a' isibl~ upset fhumiN)ll . "If 
thl') took the t11ne to undt·rstand us, commumcattl'llS 
lx:t" ccn . ·oung .111tl old would be lxttcrr· 
A snlution-linuing style ni'Jnurn.tlbm "tll not onl) 
lllake the media look. better in the race or tht' publil.", it 
will make the puhltc bettet abk to help them~dves . 
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CHANGING THE IMAGE OF YOUTH 
Nancy Addae, 17, New Trier Township H.S. 
Photo: Heather Black, Kenwood 
Planning a New Vision 
of Youth 
concerned individuals such as Vincent Lane, chair-
man of the Chicago Housing Authourity and Edward 
H. Rensi, President/CEO of McDonald's USA. 
At the Task Force's request, four Chicago commu-
nities recommended 150 talented, creative, thought-
ful and diverse young 
adults who could provide 
insight into the problems 
teens are having today. 
The selected Chicago 
teens set up community 
forums and voiced their 
opinions on issues such as 
employment, education, 
after-school activities, 
public safety and their 
environment. 
Many youth thought 
that without the money to 
insure a safe and interest-
ing place to go teens 
might tum to gangs. 
"Why is there money to 
clean up the top of the 
White House," said a teen 
participant in the Greater 
Grand Boulevard forum, 
"but no money for recre-
ational facilities for 
youth? Where are youth 
to go? There is nowhere." 
prints" detailing what should be done citywide to 
help teens and their communties 
Three major ideas form the "blueprints for 
change." First, there should be a citywide system of 
centers where youth and their families can go to find 
safe activities. Second, 
teens should have a 
chance to build working 
skills in their communi-
ties. Third, teens should 
be helped by others to 
forge a better image of 
themselves. 
The Mayor, civic 
leaders and communities 
must all collaborate to 
make the Task Force's 
blueprint ideas a reality 
and help "develop" 
Chicago youth. With the 
report from his Task 
Force in hand, Mayor 
Daley should have the 
tools he needs to help 
teens form a new vision of 
themselves. 
Hopefully, the plan will 
help teens to keep away 
from gangs and learn what 
'work' really means. 
by Nancy Addae 
New Trier 
A number of other 
teenagers at the forum 
also felt that without 
career of drugs and crime 
We must change the widespread image of 
'young people as problems ' to one of 
'young people as assets. 
Thus, reported the Mayor's Youth Development 
Task Force: a group of active Chicago leaders called 
together by Mayor Richard M. Daley with the far-
reaching mission to find ways of improving the lives 
of young people. 
The Task Force, chaired by Adele Simmons, 
President of the John D. and Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation, is made up of more than 30 
employment opportunities for teens, the opportunity 
to contribute to their communities, or the proper 
skill to even hold down a job, drug dealing may look 
like their only job option. 
"To kids in this community, 'work ' means selling 
drugs," said another Greater Grand Boulevard teen. 
"How are they going to learn about a day's pay for a 
day's work?" 
The Task Force listened to the youth and worked 
on ideas to help the teens . They turned their ideas 
into a report for Mayor Daley containing "blue-
Teachers Pet 
Compared academically: 
By Rauslumh G. Harris 
Morgan Park H.S. 
Teachers are known as the molders of minds. 
10%said the accomplishments are much better. 
20% said the accomplishments are somewhat worse. 
30% said tre ocademic accomplishments of teens are the same. 
40% said the accomplishments of teens today 
20% said the behavior 
are much worse. 
Regarding discipline: 
20% said the behavior 
of teens today is the 
same as the discipline of past 
teens. 
How would they compare today's teens with the 
teens of the past? 
or teens today is some-
what worse 
60% said the 
discipline of teens 
today is much A randomly selected group of teachers were 
asked to compare teenagers from at least a 
decade ago to teenagers of today. 
worse than teen of the past 
0% said the behavior of today's teens is 
better than past teens 
Photo: Anthony Hawes, Roycemore H.S. 
If you have any ideas or have been in any pro-
grams that have been succesful in helping teens 
please write to us. We may publish them! 
YOUTH CO)ffilffi,1CATION 
NeW' Expression 
70 East Lake 
Chicago II 60601 
TeacherS were a$ ked their opinion on the media coverage teens 
recieve: 
1 O%said the coverage of teens is very inaccurate. 
10%had no opinion on the subject 
30% said the coverage of teens is somewhat accurate. 
50% said the coverage is somewhat inaccurate. 
;KTbt: tearhers were a$ked how they felt about the stori~ 
about teens in the medJa: 
10%said the stories are greatly understated 
10%remained neutral on the topic. 
20% said that stories are somewhat understated. 
20% of the teachers said the stories are greatly overstater . 
30% said the stories are somewhat overstated. 
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ALUMNI OF NEW EXPRESSION CURRENNTLY WORK FOR MAJOR PRINT 
AND BROADCAST MEDIA COMPANIES THROUGHOUT THE U.S. 
The American Dream 1994 ... 
Many adults assume teens are basically lazy and really, just don't want to work. 
Conversely, many young people assume there are no career opportunities available for today's teens to pursue. 
That's the trouble with assumptions, they often sound good, even when they contradict. 
Maybe the best way to settle the differences is to encourage the people who hold differing assumptions to talk. 
That's what these two opinion pieces all about. 
Opportunities and 
Advancement 
by Keenan W-.nn 
Mount Cannel H. S. 
Although the day of high-paying 
job for the high chool-educatcd in 
the United States are gone, toda:r' 
energetic young worker can achieve 
as much ac; they desire, according to 
John Hatcher, 17, and Larry KeUy, 19, 
two Chicago area teens. 
During the summer, teens can get 
intern hip m career fieldc; like ac-
counting, business management, 
broadcast and print journalism and 
banking. But at a recent youth meet-
ing, one young woman said, "Yeah, 
right, like companie are actually 
handing intern hips out!" 
But, John Hatcher, I 7, a Mt. Cannel 
high school student, thinks if teens 
want to work, they can. 
" I work in a clerical position for a 
down-town company," he said. " I got 
the job t/1sough my boss, who I already 
knew." 
Although Hatcher had connections, 
he explained how rigorous the applica-
tion process was. "Even though I 
already knew my boss, I had to fill out 
three separate applications and inter-
view twice, but I wanted the job, c.,o I 
stuck with it and got the intem .. hip!" 
he commented. 
Larry Kelly, 19, a graduate of 
Morgan Park, c.,aid the opportunities 
were there for him also, hut he didn ' t 
reali/-<.: hi'> abi liLies. 
"Before f graduated from Morgan 
Park, r had the opportunity to work in 
a bank a<, a tel ler. The only reason f 
didn't pursue the job i'> hccau~;e of my 
own laziness." 
btclla J lubbard, a mother of three, 
doe~n'tthink teen') toda} arc any !alter 
than pac.,t genemuon of teen., "M} 
son i-.n ' t any la;icr than my brotherc., 
were \\hen they were }Oung," ... he ... aid, 
addmg, '!o me. there are JUSt more 
Opportunities and 
Hard Knocks 
h\ CJmstmt Fur;ott 
Sen11 Metro II S 
omc ..,o-called opportuntties for 
teen ~; arc not o ea.\)' to obtain and go 
after. Wh:r not'> 
ome people \\Ould ltJ...e :rou to 
thmJ... n·.., tx:cau-.e of hvinc ... .., or lacJ... of 
moU\ au on. But. t"' that the real 
rea...,on? U.Vme..,.., couldJU\t be a 
..,mokc '>Creen. htdtng an tndt\idual\ 
fear of reJccuon . 
teens and les-, job-.. I JU'>t 
think if they got up and 
tried to find work, they 
could [lind work]." 
Both Hatcher and Kelly 
agreed that pcrc.,i.,tcncc 
and hard work are the 
only way.., to achtevc 
-and, that latine-.s 
won't profit you 
anything. 
Ah, reJection, maybe the true culpnt 
for C\ cry rotten Lhmg that hap-
p..:n" tn ltfc. People are 
scared of rejection. 
cared of not bemg 
~~~~~~~~~~good enough ... 
Hatcher closed 
the mtervicw 
by addmg, " If 
more 
<.,tudents 
worked 
harder 
and were 
c.,inc.:ere about 
their cfforh to 
get an tntcrn 
ship, I think more teen:.. 
would get them." 
of' helllg :..econu bcst ... of ktttng 
:..omeonc down. Sometimes that 
\Omcone i:.. yow..,l'lf. Sometinte~ it\ 
your mom ot dad. 
ln an:r cm.c, the fear of bemg reJected 
mil} be ..,tronger than the desire to go 
after the opportunity. 
Furthennorc. opportunitie- are not 
ltng from the hand:.. of those '' ho 
gne them out. !any opportunitie -
are pro\ tded to tho~ with certain 
demographic and needs -- and unle " 
you fit the profile, youju~t aren't 
geumg an} part of the .tenon. 
E...,peciall), you hear about opportu-
nttrc..., for J...iJ.., m the ILm -tncome mnge. 
right? But Jn.:n't orne 1-.tlh. not rich 
enough to l:x: nch. not poor enough to 
oc poor, geumg e\cluued'1 
I applted f~)(' I lire the Future and ''a~ 
told Ill) mother made tl ) mu ·h mone) 
for me to get a \\LU\ er t" htch '' ould 
mean 111) cmplo) ·r ",Hild bt• 
rc11nbuN.:d for nl) ..... lat), mah.tng 
me a more de.,irabk empk))l'l'). I 
''a.., ,1bo told b) ,\ coun:-l'lor that tl 
might hurt 111) dtance.., to get .1 _10b. 
\\'h) ..,hould I. .1 )Oung fX't. )11 '' tlltng 
1t1 "()th., be t\::-tricted lx'c<lll'-l' Ill) 
mother maJ...e.., more than thl' mmtmum 
range ltn11!'' 
I h. now th.ll opportunitk:.. an.' not 
al\\ il) s "hat thL') seen1to l:x: Still, I 
!l.·elmot • than anything, l'PIXWtuniites 
are the t)JX.' of thing:- inltk that .1 
rx:r..,on nm-.tlt) to attatn 
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CHANGING THE IMAGE OF YOUTH 
A Prescription for 
Boredom 
by James Boozer 
Simeon Vocational H.S. 
When your homework is done and you 
need something to do besides watching 
TV, talking on the phone, or hanging out 
with your friends, why don't you try this 
idea --find out if there are programs in 
your community that will help fill that 
void in your afternoon or evening. 
Since you may not know where to start, 
I am going to tell you some of the pro-
grams out there. 
Let's start with the Chicago Park Dis-
trict, which by the way is being changed 
into a new system that will better the Park 
District's service to you. Park centers 
around the city have different programs 
for teens, like art and crafts, drama and 
dance classes, music and sports. 
Like the park district, the Boys & Girls 
Clubs of Chicago have a wide variety of 
programs for teens. The Robert Taylor 
Boys & Girls Club offers soccer pro-
grams, computer classes, and enrichment 
programs to name a few. 
The Chicago Public Libraries through-
out the city also offer different programs 
for today 's teens. 
The YMCA's of Metropolitan Chicago 
have programs like basketball , arts and 
crafts and many other programs geared 
toward teens. The Centers for New 
Horizons have mentoring programs, 
sports, and more as well. 
From the Parkway Community House 
to the Agape Community Center pro-
grams for teens are out there all year long. 
Here are some phone numbers to get you 
started : 
Chicago Park District 294-2200 
Boys/Girls Clubs of Chicago 627-2700 
Chicago Public Libraries 747-4300 
YMCA's of Metropolitan 
Chicago 280-3400 
The Centers for New Horizons 626-0666 
Pa rkway Community House 493-1306 
Agape Community Center 821-7060 
This summer, don't get bored, get involved 
Photo: Heather Black,Kenwood 
Positive Alternatives for Chicago's Teens 
by Christine Fu;;a:e 
s~·;:n Metro H.S. 
With so many negative misconceptions about teens 
floating around, it's easy to surrender to apathy and 
hopelessness. But, don't. 
Instead, get involved and make a change for the better. 
Here are a few programs that emphasize the positive side 
of life for teens. 
The Service Learning Project, encompassing nine 
schools across the Chicago area, began January of this 
year. 
It brings, "the real world into the classroom and takes 
the classroom into the world," says Anne Bowie of The 
Constitutional Rights Program. 
Bowie says that the idea for the program has been 
around for a while, although it is often called Experimen-
tal Learning. The concept, which involves the students 
acti vely participating within their schools' 
communities, was designed to improve community 
relations. And, according to Bowie, it has been 
sucessful. 
Different schools had different reasons for getting 
involved. Earlier this year, there was a shooting at 
Lincoln Park High School. Jim Riddiford, a teacher at 
Lincoln Park and Service Learning Project coordinator, 
ays that was one of the reasons he chose to get Lincoln 
Park in volved. He says he wants to show the community 
po. iti ve teens. 
Several communit) members complained that Oz Park, 
an adjoining playlot to the school, wa being overtaken by 
students from Li ncoln Park. So, the students involved in 
the project resolved to clean up Oz park as much as they 
could. If you'd lil-..e to get involved v.ith the Service 
Learning Project, cal l Anna Bowie at 663-9057. 
Young Chicago Authors (YCA), started in 1992, is a 
writing program for teens. Teens from all over Chicago 
make a commitment to attend meetings each Saturday 
morning at the office located on Division Street. They 
write to earn money for college and can receive $2,000 
every year for four years. 
The program started with 15 high school sophomores. 
Each year 15 more sophomores are added. 
Bob Boone, the founder, says, "Young Chicago Authors 
requires community service. People have helped out at 
their schools, in libraries, with young people, old people, 
etc." 
Members of YCA have regular monthly trips to plays, 
poetry readings, and juniors visit a college campus each 
May. To apply, ask your current English teacher if they 
know about it or contact Bob Boone at the YCA office at 
486-4331. Applications and interviews are reviewed and 
held in early spring, and you must be a freshman to apply 
for the next term. 
The Department of Human Services Youth Delinquency 
Prevention Program, (YDP) is. according to DHS em-
ployee, Henry Locke, "an alternative and positive program 
for youth, to steer them away from negative activities." 
YDP prov ides tutorial programs, job training, intern-
ships, grooming for girls, and give. cholarships to high 
achievers. In April, teens involved in YDP visited Ill inois 
State Beach in Zion and plan on going to basketball games 
next season at 1 orthwestern. Summer programs are 
avai lable. To enroll call one of the 15 DHS offi ces. 
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HE Thoughts 
B) AnthOn) Bell, \\ hilne) \ ounJ: 
(Edllor'5 Sore: omt ptop!L •·ould argut that "c 
shouldn 'r run tht folio" 111g shon story btcauu lht 
morol un ·r moral II t chost to an.l'lt ay brcaust • t 
ralut ~>tll· •nntn rrudent submuswns, tht Firrt 
Amendmtnl.and IDuxhltr.} 
1: was the dead of wiTter. 1bll whl was as t* as it codd be n the snow ~ nry teet had created a frozen 
bal,'icade aromd my shoes. I could barely 
110ve. I sat and shivertd, waiting on the 
bus. My teeth were g011111 a miJe a minute, 
feeling as II they wert going to crack 
with each chaner. I cupped my hands 
around my lips and blew air into them m 
order to get some form of heat. This was 
lilY only source. No sun, no heat. No 
shelter, no heat. No bus ... linally! A bus! 
Heat! 1 was overjoyed when I saw the 
yellow and white square vehicle plowing 
its way through the thick, frozen, 
precipitation to greet me with a warm 
and mviting seat. I waved my hand In the 
air as 1 dug into my pocket to retrieve my 
token and change. 
As the bus approached, I noticed it 
wasn't stopping. I finany figured It out -
the route information detailer on top ol 
the bus read "Not In Service." 
As I lowered my head In dismay, I 
noticed a slush-infested puddle on the 
ground near the curb 1n front ol me. I 
lifted my head and turned toward the 
traHic light. It flicked yeOow. I prayed 
that the bus would slow down. To 11y 
dlsappomtment, the bus sped up, racing 
toward the light. I looked down at the 
puddle, then back at the bus, then down 
at the puddle, then back at the bus. Alter I 
realued that the bus was going to splash 
the puddle, I tried to run in order to avoid 
bemg soaked by the murky slush water. 
Mag1caOy, a sheet ofiC1! appeared 
underneath my teet as I tried to allude the 
l~t~~~OSSible . I fell, and m the process, the 
token and change leD out of my hand Into 
the nearby sewer which was not 
covered with snow because ol the now 
of steam erupting !rom its openings. As 
my rear end came In contact with the 
ground, the bus tires came In contact 
with the slush puddle. The result was 
devastating. 1 was filthy and drenched 
with slush scum. Worst ol all, I had to 
walk. I had no other money and my token 
and change had vanished Into the sewer. 
So I started on my nomadic journey. 
I walked on and on, dragging through 
the snow·fined sidewalks. A sound came 
!rom behind me. It sounded like a snow 
shovel constantly bemg dragged upon the 
ground. The sound was a snow truck 
Which was clearmg the snow on the 
street and pushing the snow to the rtght 
side, and onto the sidewalk. I was 
walking on the r1ght s1de. 1 knew I was 
doomed. 
Alter two hours of walking, I rmally 
reached my destination. With a sigh ol 
relief, I rang the doorbell. The automatic 
door buzzed and I walked mto the lobby 
of the apartment budding. I felt sale. I 
knew everything was gomgto be all 
r1ghl, but of course, It wasn' t. As I 
reached the elevator, a yeUow and black 
sign on the door read, " OUt of Drder." l 
knew 1 was in lor it because the apart· 
ment was on the 29th floor. I began 
cfimbing 11y stairway to heaven. It took 
ten minutes to cfimb the rwst twenty 
noors.lthoughtto mysen, "Boy, I hOpe 
this is worth it." 
Once 1 reached the door and saw her 
lace and heard the music of Luther In the 
background, I knew it was an worth the 
trouble. She Invited me in her warm, cory 
apartment and sat me down on the couch. 
She coadorted me with warm apple cider 
and a small klss. It was a gentle, loving 
kiss with the "rm glad you came by" 
meaning behind it. She got on the couch 
and turned down the Ught. It was Mifter 
time. 1 knew What was about to happen, 
and was glad I carae by. She ... then 
we ... atter that she took me and ... then I 
grabbed her and ... th.en she screamed .. . 
and when llinany .. .l was glad I used ... ! 
As 1 Jay beside her, I star ted to think 
about all the thmgs I bad been through 
that day. The bus, the snow truck, the 
long walk, the sta1rs, the "Event." I 
guess It was all worth 11. Good things 
do come to those who wait. 
OUR HANDS-ON EDUCATION 
DOESN'T SMPATOUR FRONT DOOR. 
Thank'> to our centra l locatton, we olkr our '>tudenl.., a 
career-m inded·curr iculum '>Ccond to none. By lapping i nto 
the resources of lead ing companie'> all around our neighbor 
hood, we not only have a f~tc ulty ot work ing pro fc'>)., ional'-. 111 
communications, media and the arts bul also a comprchcn).,ivc 
internship program. To learn more about the advantages both 
in.,idc and out of ol umhia 'ollcgc, call or wri te today. 
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BrtBci1U the Cycle- .-. iitiative lor pregnant _. agailst violence 
Tesla Alternative High School students' essays prove the pen can be mightier than the sword 
Violence I've Seen 
•••• 1 would sometimes 
lay awake at night 
wondering if a fight 
would break out in 
the very next room ••• 
The violence that I've seen from 
childhood on up has been very brutal. 
My mother was in a relationship with a 
man that led her to her death. 
I'm going to tell about my early 
childhood while living with my mother 
and her abusive boylriend. Little things 
would lead to bloody noses, black eyes 
and knocked-out teeth. It didn't seem 
safe for her to say anything that might offend him in the slightest way. 
I was always right in the middle of these tragic sights. They were 
obscene and sometimes unbearable. I would sometimes lay awake at 
night wondering if a fight would break out in the very next room. I was 
always tense and nervous being around them when they were together. 
My early childhood was nothing but violent. 
For HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION 
at an AFFORDABLE LOw COST 
X MARKS THE SPOT! 
MALCOLM X COLLEGE 
One of the City CoUeges of Chicago 
1900 W. Van Buren 
Chicago, Illinois 
Call 312-850-7055 
Celebrating 25 Years of EmpiYWerm.ent Thr&ugh Education 
' 
My neighborhood 
is Death Row 
I'll never forget that night. It was about 
6:30 p.m. and ~ was raining very hard. I 
walked down my street and lifted my 
umbrella to find six detective cars and 
three police cars. An ambulance's siren 
• •• To see 
someone 
my age in 
a collin is 
frighten-
ing ••• 
sounded off in 
the distance. I 
ran to my house 
and my mother 
was wa~ing for 
me. 
''What 
happened?" 
asked. She told 
me that a 
childhood 
playmate of mine 
that lived across the street was gunned 
down. 
I went to the funeral to find nothing but 
sadness. A 13-year-old boy had been 
killed, a great expense, and for what 
purpose? Whafs the purpose of killing 
someone because of the color they have 
on or the territory? 
That boy lived on that street. How can 
someone try to intimidate another just 
because he or she isn't down with gangs 
and crime? To see someone my age in a 
coffin is frightening, but for me to think 
about walking down my street wnh my 
guard up is even scarier. No matter what 
people try to do to prevent n, I feel n will 
never end until we are all gone. 
II r·e Tesla ~y.contes~' was funded by a $1_;ooo gran~1 
~ f.rom the Oppenheimer Foundatl9it. 
~ 
Violence 
Violence to me is an everyday thing. It is something 
that occurs every day, no matter where you are. 
Violence is also a serious problem that cannot be 
• •• Drug and gang 
violence is in my 
neighborhood, so 
I am exposed to 
those things 
ever~ day ••• 
avoided. There are 
many different types of 
violence: drug violence, 
gang violence and 
domestic violence are 
just a few. But they are 
all horrible acts that 
should be stopped. 
I have had many 
personal experiences 
with violence. I have had 
many, many friends 
killed, or shot, beaten up or robbed. I have also had 
family mernl;lers involved in domestic violence. Drug 
and gang violence is in my neighborhood, so I am 
exposed to those things every day. I personal~y am 
used to violence because it basically has been around 
me all my life. I prevent violence in my home by not 
fighting, selling drugs and murdering. It takes a strong 
person to not get caught up in the violence of the world, 
and I feel that I am a strong person because violence 
and wrongdoing are offered to me every day, but I just 
tum the other cheek and do the right thing, ar.d that is 
what I will continue to do. I can't stop the violence in the 
world (even though I wish I could) but I don1 have to be 
a part of tt! 
DORA LA COUTURE 
I::Jil~~~ti3=! 
clothing & accessories for women 
at prices you'll Jove 
2501 N. Clark 248-1761 
16 N E JUNE 1994 
ALL STYLES AND COLORS COMPLETE 
WITH LETTERING & EMBLEMS 
DIRECT fACTORY l'O YCtU 
GROUP DISCOUNTS 
NO MINIMUM ORDER 
• SCHOOLS • GROUPS 
• TEAMS • INb iVIDUAL 
• CHEERLEADERS 
SWEATERS • T-SHIR1'S • SWEAT U..L..L.L..l.\o..L 
" CALL OR WRffE FOR FREE DESIGN KIT 
CHICAGO 
KNITTING MILLS 
463-1464 
3344 W. MONTROSE • CHICAGO 
Cotillion 
F1ower Girl 
Dresses 
Rental Available 
Full Figure 
Women All Sizes 
10°/e OFF 
WITH.THIS AD 
8246 S. Kim bark 
•Fashion 
Consultant 
•Prom 
Gowns 
•custom 
Design 
•sewing 
In~truction 
BRIDES AND 
BRIDESMAJDS' 
GOWNS AND OTHER 
SERVICES 
1-800-894-7222 374-8863 
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To Learn From Everything 
Esthe r Crlscuola, Ke nwood Acade my 
If only I could take a sieve 
And pan for wisdom in a mountain stream. 
0 that I might lower my bucket in a w ell 
And raise it again. overflowing with knowledge. 
If only I could gather straw in a farmer's field 
And spin it into reason. 
0 that I might learn from everything 
And make myself truly wise. 
~ 
0 
Citywide 
High School 
Arts Contest 
" I H ave Two Sides" Dujuan A ustin, l ake View High Sc hool 
18 
"Self Portrait" Echo Eggebrecht, Chicago Academy for the Arts 
Love for art as expression lets CNE 
Entrants see beyond black and white 
"Checkmate" Donica Cho, Lane Tech 
--------------- ------------------------------, 
Ana Cabrera 
White and black. that's how many people view life. 
White and black ... those were the contrasting colors of 
this year's winning self-portraits (see above painting by Echo 
Eggebrecht and cover portrait by Dujuan Austin). White and 
black that's what art helps us look beyond. 
Art transcends all barriers of race, sex and age. Art is 
everywhere, in nature, in life ... inside of everyone. 
Art is the only way some of this year's contest finalists say 
they can express themselves. It's how they say they make 
themselves heard in a way ordinary words can't. 
"Creating art is like my personal therapy. Art helps me 
express all my feelings and emotions," says finalist Danica 
Cho. A senior at Lane Tech, Danica's art,is a way to vent her 
frustrations and a way she can forget the prejudice she says 
she encounters because she's a female and a Korean. 
Art is a reflection of nature for many of this year's final-
ists, like Lisa DeCook. "My art reflects the contrast in nature 
and in the people around me." 
Doreen Hopkins believes her poetry to be a message to 
everyone who has ever been down. "You won't get ahead if 
you don't push ahead and always believe in love." 
Judges 
Youth Communication, Kraft General Foods, Oakbrook 
International and WPWR-TV Channel 50 would like to 
extend heartfelt thanks to the following judges for the 
time and effort they put into selecting Chicago's finest 
teen talents. 
Poetry 
Janiah Aragon, Jones Metropolitan 
Ana Cabrera, Whitney Young 
Kai EI'Zabar, N'Digo 
Debbie Flapan, Bonus Books 
Ralph Flores, Association House 
Vanessa Lyon, Leslie Hindeman Auctioneers 
Maureen Seaton, poet 
Drawing and Painting 
Gary Meaner, Leslie Hindeman Auctioneers 
Nadine Saitlin, fllinois Affiance for Arts Education 
Prem Sharma, Alankar 
Photography 
Laura Brown, photographer 
Jamie Chughtai, Asian Human Services 
Otto Gonzalez, Department of Cultural Affairs 
Eric Williams, Modern Healthcare 
Video 
Brendan Brown, University of Iowa 
Joyce Bollinger. Department of Cultural Affairs 
Ida Jeter, Center far New Television 
Diane Hannes, WPWR-Channel SO 
W e'd like to take this time and space to recognize 
Chicago's public and private high schools teachers. It is 
they who so tirelessly work all year long inspiring stu-
dents to become artists. A special thanks to the teach-
ers of this year's finalists: 
Mr. Anderson, Curie 
Mr. Bates, Lane Tech 
Ms. Batie, Hubbard 
Ms. Battiest, Harper 
Ms. Cervinka, Lane Tech 
Mr. Grace, Lane Tech 
Ms.Greaney, Lane Tech 
B. Krall, Kenwood 
Ms. Levinson, Kenwood 
Ms. Petry, South Shore 
Mr. Pratt, Farragut 
Mr. Rupert, Chicago Academy for the Arts 
K.J. Saunders, Julian 
Ms. Socoloff, Lake View 
Mr. Spaulding, Kenwood 
Mr.Voutiritsas, Lane Tech 
Father Vorwoldt, St Ignatius 
We'd also like to thank the Marwen Foundation for its 
support of our contest. 
Artists profiles throughout this supplement were writ-
ten by Ana Cabrera, Whitney Young. 
Graphic design by Erika Linden Green 
"Arabian Girl" Sugeiri Martinez, Farragut 
Doreen Hopkins has writing 
down to a sci~nc~ 
Doreen Hopkms plans on bemg a mathematical engtneer 
But the Kenwood semor says she'll always write for fun 
Math, and writing have always come eastly to Doreen She fin-
IShed her poem " Piatn Jane" 1n five mtnutes The ease comes. 
she satd, because both areas mvolve pteces of ltfe "Piatn 
Jane," she satd, had Its seeds 1n a not-necessanly popular, but 
well-liked netghbor. 
What the poem tell you. she satd, 1s "What love does for 
people.'' 
Lif~ is inspiring for "Arabian Girl " creator 
Sugeiri Martine~ 
Ltfe 1s her msptratton and arr 1s her pleasure Sugetn 
Martinez, a sentor at Farragut, dtstmgutshes herself as an arttst 
because she can see thmgs chat ochers can't From thts gtft 
came her tnsptration for "Arabtan Gtrl " 
Art gtves Sugetn the opportuntty co tnteract With other 
cultures and transcend the barners of race. Quiet. (but 
fnendly) . by nature, art helps her to express herself 
An aspinng fashto n destgner. Sugetn constders family and 
freedom of expresston the most Important thtngs tn life 
Plain/an~ 
She used to be 
Plain Jane 
Doreen Hopkins, Kenwood Academ) 
But she ain't no mo' 
She went and made herself 
A whole different person 
She be strollin' down the street 
Wit' her hands on her waist 
Switchin ' from left to right. 
Her smile be startin · stuff 
wit' the sun! 
She never be at the market 
no mo' 
So how come she smell like 
sweet roses and stuff? 
Her black skin be glowin' 
Like those ole rocks they be 
showin' at them museums. 
Lil' Man and Big Ma say they 
seen her buying some daffodils 
at the flower stand yesterday. 
Sister say she forever smilin · 
like she drunk or somethin.' 
Mama say she just in love. 
I 
20 
Los Compesinos Koren Siguenzo, Lane Tech 
greenhouse affection (love the earth) 
Uman Goste r , Ke nwood Acade my 
Beautiful sister 
let me gaze deeply into your 
cyan pools 
and ... 
feel the warmth 
of your 
olive lips 
upon my arm. 
Caress 
your burnt limbs 
and smooth my hands 
down the contours 
of your glistening body 
so soft 
so, so very sweet. 
but, 
your beauty transcends 
into darkness 
I can feel your pain 
sister. 
Raped 
stripped of damn near 
all of your pride 
defiled 
made impure by those before me. 
let me help. 
Turned away 
I now see the ripples when I gaze into your 
cyan pools 
your 
olive lips 
chapped and blistered. 
burnt limbs 
as pale as the ghosts that haunt them 
and body as cold as a thousand arctic winds 
feel my warmth, sister earth. 
forgive me 
I love you 
love me back 
it 's not too late. 
Merry Goes Life 
Chasity Daron, Kenwood Academy 
A small boy was a standing 
On leaves of grass so fresh and green. 
Before him stood a carousel -
To ride it was his dream. 
He stepped aboard the platform 
And mounted his chosen horse; 
He flicked his reins gently, 
And life began its carousel, 
He aged then as he rode it , 
Changing horses once or twice; 
But the music kept playing the same tune 
He knew not by whose device. 
He always laughed when poles move 
upward, 
But cried when it came down. 
And, of course, he did get dizzy. 
From spinning all around. 
And when the sky grew gray 
And the ground brownish-yellow, 
The music concluded its haunting tune, 
And there appeared a fellow. 
"Time to dismount your horse, m'boy," 
He said with a pleasing grin. 
" I've come to take you home 
And let you ride again .. " 
The now grown boy got off his horse 
And examined his carousel -
Once adorned with jewels, 
It crumbled now and fell. 
The boy bowed his head in silence, 
The old man by his side; 
As they walked into the distant moon 
To begin another ride ... 
McUdcah Qisha Weston, Kenwood Academy 
Cultural "meccas" 
do not exist 
because words 
stolen 
molested 
and then unleashed 
can never constitute reality. 
Unsl'o.ken Things 
Katherine Friedrich, Ke nwood Academy 
Soundless it lay in my heart 
and soundless it walked on the tips of my 
nerves 
like a faint shadow darkening the light. 
it curled up in my stomach 
like a stone 
and as I kept on walking 
it grew in weight until it bent me down. 
then I saw its stealthy motion 
and I caught it like a bird catches a worm 
as it slips back underground. 
I held it up 
and named it Prejudice. 
in the air it hung 
like a dead thing 
motionless 
Roadside 
He spent the night 
On the curb 
Kathy Plonka, Lane T e ch 
In front of the vacant building 
Kicking cigarette butts 
Again and again. 
Cars passed 
With their headlights 
Pointing accusations 
Into the old man's tired eyes as 
He silently hoped 
That one would 
Crash through a puddle 
Of two day old rain 
And an explosion of water 
Would penetrate his chapped skin 
Then he would rise 
Jabbing the sky with his fist 
Cleansed and newly baptized and 
Would walk off 
With water still sliding 
Down his nose 
And a new purpose shining 
In his eyes. 
But once again 
He spent the night 
Drenched only in his dreams 
And, like the street, he remained dry 
Again. 
Piji n 
Christophe r Oloruso, Chicago Academy for the Arts 
Dirty feet step 
through cracked oil-stained puddles. 
Pijin coo silences your 
declining population. 
Fear spread from a single 
footstep, 
as if your ill-existence will be dissolved. 
Damp asphalt blankets, cushion your 
fluttered landings. 
Pijin, they've come to kill you. 
the bird-men have arrived. 
You sleep in your aged mast above them. 
The bird-men have arrived. 
"Judgement" L1sa De C ook, Lane T ech 
"Sleeping Beauty" Korve tta Spence r , South Shore 
21 
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" Untitle d " Fre ddie Rocha , lane T ech 
Profiling artists on the center spread 
uSleeping Beauty" photographer J(orvetta 
Spencer strives to do her best 
Ana C abre ra 
"Always stnve to do your best." says Korvetta Spencer, 
sophomore of South Shore. And that's exactly what she does. 
Although this 1s Korvetta's first year takmg photography. she 
tries to create the work of an experienced photographer. 
IS-year-o ld Korvetta plans to go on to college and ma1or 
1n Mass Communication. She IS very concerned about d1fferent 
1ssues facing teens today and uses her art to bnng people co 
real1ze that there 1s a problem and that there needs co be a 
solution. 
uJudgement" photographer Lisa DeCook is 
serious about her art 
Ana Cabre ra 
Inspired by nature and what it tells her about people. Lisa 
DeCook takes art very senously. One of the ways 1n which 
she can express herself L1sa puts her whole self m every p1ece 
she creates. 
"I always try co keep an open mmd and co learn to accept 
thmgs," L1sa says. But one thmg she hasn't learned to accept IS 
the v1olencc plagumg today's teens wh1ch she cons1ders co be 
the greatest threat to her generation. 
L1sa plans to go on to UIC and major 1n phocography. her 
true pass1on. 
" Untitled" Juan Gutierrez, Farragut 
uUntitled" photographer urges viewers to 
look beyond the surface. 
A drummer in his spare time and a photographer full time. Juan 
Gutierrez JUSt wants people to look beyond the outward 
appearance of the individual. hence the inspiration for his w in-
ning phoco. "Take me. for instance," he says. "Everybody 
thinks I'm mean 'cause of the way I look but if they would give 
me a chance ... I'm really friendly." 
A real family man. Juan believes family is very important 
because, "You've only got one of them. once they're gone. 
they're gone." 
Juan plans co go on to Columbia College and major in 
phocography. 
"Colored Pencil'' Kelly Novak, Lane Tech 
"Ford Theater'' Steven Boch, LaneTech "Untitled" Marcus Price, Harper 
Yea.rs Ago . .. 
Alynna Nielsen, Kenwood Academy 
Years ago. I stuck my finger in her mouth. 
She sucked, her first taste of the creamy, 
sweet, 
Chocolate sauce soothing her aching gums. 
Finally quiet, a smile overtook her face . 
I grinned back and bounced her on my 
knee. 
Years passed and Fannie May became our 
passion. 
She brought me fudge. strictly rationed by 
my wife #2. 
Juicy Fruit - our first 
Low calorie chewy fruity gummy substitute. 
Only diet Chocolate Parfaits (Pearson's) 
allowed. 
Must protect the manly and girlish figures. 
Now, only ice chips and water allowed. 
What was once a stomach has become a 
cavern. 
Sugar - only a memory filled with longing. 
Her fingers approach my mouth, 
The red popsicle melting down her arm. 
I suck the sugar and close my eyes. 
As she wipes my brow. 
23 
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But you should see the future 1 
"CELEBRATING NEW EXPRESSIONS" FINALISTS ARE 
Drawing 
Dujuan Austin, Lake View 
Steven Boch, Lane Tech 
Danica Cho, Lane Tech 
Carlos Fernandez, St. Ignatius 
Ylda Kopko, Lane Tech 
Kelly Novak, Lane Tech 
Freddie Rocha, Lane Tech 
Maggie Sudnik, Lane Tech 
Christopher Tucker, Chicago Academy 
for the Arts 
Agnes Wronka, Hubbard 
Painting 
Echo Eggetx-edlt, Chicago Academy 
for the Arts 
Phoebe Fisher, Chicago Academy 
for the Arts 
Adan Mendez, Bowen 
Marcus Price, Harper 
Elizabeth Ame Roth, Chicago Academy 
for the Arts 
Karen Siguenza, Lane Tech 
Eva Snopek, Lane Tech 
Maggie Sudnik, Lane Tech 
Photography 
Lisa DeCook, Lane Tech 
Juan Gutierrez, Farragut 
Melissa Hilan, Curie 
Ruth Lyons, South Shore 
Sugeiri Martinez, Farragut 
Beverly Reeves, South Shore 
Christopher Sanew, Lane Tech 
Donna Sceerey, Curie 
Korvetta Spencer, South Shore 
Poetry 
Esther Criscuola, Kenwood 
Chasity Daron, Kenwood 
Uman Goster, Kenwood 
Katherine Friedrich, Kenwood 
Doreen Hopkins, Kenwood 
Alynna Nielsen, Kenwood 
Christopher Oloroso, Chicago Academy 
for the Arts 
Kathy Plonka, Lane Tech 
Maurice York, Kenwood 
Qisha Weston, Kenwood 
Video 
Monazzah Akbar, Lane Tech 
Wendy Cegielski, Lane Tech 
Deborah Clair, julian 
Kim Fox, Lane Tech 
Anitra Gray, Lane Tech 
Tracy Kiddy, Lane Tech 
Giovanni Nunez, Lane Tech 
Julita Polniak, Lane Tech 
Luis Sanchez, Lane Tech 
Congratulations front 
KRAFT GENERAL FOODS 
WPWR-TV, Channel 50 
Oakbrook International 
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Howtostretchyour 
summer paycheck into fall 
B~ \\ anda Jones 
, tafT\\ riter. Lindblom High chool 
Making your earn1ngs from a mm1mum wage summer JOb last 
throughout the year 
can be an easier 
task 1f you read on. 
Summer programs 
usually last any-
where from six to 
e1ght weeks 
Work1ng 25 hours 
per week at 
mimmum wage Will 
total $212.50 for 
two weeks of pay 
excluding Soctal 
Secunty tax. wh1ch 
is taken out automatically (no 
federal or state tax IS taken from 
Mayor Daley's summer employ-
ment, for instance). Teens are 
taxed for soc1al secunty at the 
same rate as adults. which IS 
7.65 percent of the1r salary 
For a month, your total 
revenues would be about $425, 
$637 50 for six weeks and $850 
for two months. Just think, $850 
may sound like a lot, but when 1n 
the hands of teenagers, 11 can be 
spent qu1ckly. 
Bus fare, lunch, snacks, 
entertainment, clothing. etc are 
perhaps necessities and must be 
prov1ded. However, you can 
purchase these 1tems and st1ll not 
end up broke An anhc1pated $12 
Will buy half-fare tokens for two 
weeks. If you eat dinner at home, Harlem Corners, charge barga1n 
th1s will cost you noth1ng. but 1f rates all the t1me- 1t's JUSt a 
you like to hang out w1th your matter of wa111ng a wh1le to see a 
fnends for lunch, $20 should be mov1e 
your budgeted amount (th1s And 1f you have been dymg for 
means $2 a day -
look for fast -
food specials 
and walk that 
extra block to 
cash 1n on 
them). 
If you have 
to see the 
new mov1e 
that JUSt came 
out, f1nd a 
fnend who 
dnves and 
you w1ll only 
have to spend 
about S5 to get Jn 
the theater before 
6 p m Plenty of 
theaters on the 
suburban fnnges of 
the c1ty, hke 
Getting a grip 
that name-brand red and white 
outfit. wa1t for the sale and buy it 
for under $50. Just to g1ve you 
some leeway. Ill as~ume $20 for 
miscellaneous expenses The 
total expend1tures for a 
paycheck covenng two 
weeks adds up to $107. 
Subtract th1s from 
$212.50 and you have 
$105 50 
A bank account 1s a 
great dea to save up 
money One can easily 
be obta.ned through 
your parents or you can 
go to a First Ch1cago 
bank anywhere and ask 
about the Youth of 
America account for 17-
year-olds and under. 
This account can be 
opened wtth a m1n1mum 
of $1 . 
Out o: the four 
summer paychecks you 
w1ll rece1ve Iota ng 
$850, 1f you save 
$105 50 each time. you 
v-. I have saved $422 
Th1s may not sound 
easy but 1f you really 
want to have some 
money for the next 
school year. th1s w1ll be 
necessary Th1s S422 
can stay 1n the bank. 
wh1 e you use the 
J allowance your parents 
lllu trJIIon b1 \ndre' Dare1. Juhan give you to spend on 
· th1ngs Also. Instead of 
on your green 
Here's a great way to save the money you make th1s summer. 
Open a savmgs account. 
Some banks have special 
accounts for teenagers under 
the age of 18. 
First Generation Savmgs at 
the F1rst Ch1cago Bank IS Just 
one of the programs enabling 
teenagers to open an ac-
count. 
With the First Generation 
Savings program: 
1. It only takes $1 to open 
an account. 
2. Interest (money that is 
paid to you for letting the bank 
hold your money)is paid 
quarterly (four t1mes a year). 
3. There are no monthly 
service fees or min1mum 
balance required. 
4 Best of all, you don't need 
parental consent reqUired 
unless you get a Cash Stat1on 
Card. 
5. When you 
use your Cash 
Now, let's say you want to 
increase the amount of 
money you made this sum-
mer ... 
The f1rst step IS to get a 
second job that 
won't Interfere 
Stat1on Card at 
a First Ch1cago 
mach1ne, 1t's 
free. Any other 
machme costs 
$1. All banks 
have a cost 
difference 
Your savings plan 
could Include a 
Certificate ol 
Deposit 
w1th your 
current 9 -to -5 
JOb. A good 
example 1s 
babys1tt1ng, 
wh1ch should 
pay between 
between using 
the1r machine and others', 
6. All you need is your Social 
Security Card. 
Onceyougetasa~ngs 
account, you're on your way to 
making your money last for-
ever. 
$4 and $5 an 
hour. If you 
work for four nights a week, 
three hours a night, you can 
make $384-$460 for the e1ght 
weeks you are working at your 
summer job. 
Hold onto at least $1,000 of 
that, and you can start shop-
ptng around for a CD (a Certif1-
cate of Depos1t. not your 
favonte rap art1st or alterna-
tive grunge band) Certifi-
cates of Depos1t, purchased 
through banks, are like 
sav1ngs accounts that offer 
higher amounts of mterest 
than a usual sav1ngs ac-
count The drawback IS that 
you make your 1nterest 
based on a certatn amount 
of t1me that you must leave 
your money in the bank. And 
though some CO's mature 
as qUickly as tn 90 days, you 
will lose some of your money 
1f you take your money out 
early. 
Remember. too, 1f you are 
under 18, you probably will 
have to purchase your CD 
through a parent or legal 
guard1an. who then also has 
access to the money. 
JUSt sav1ng money to spend later. 
your parents Will respect the fact 
that you have some 1dea as to how 
to save money and how to spar-
Ingly spend. 
Cash in on 
more plans 
from Teens 
& Personal 
Finance 
see p.28 
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by Andre Rooks Mandingo Warrior and make her 
Whitney Young pay. 
Here'sthescenario.Somehow, you 
have finally convinced the 
finest girl in your school to go out 
with you. She left it up to you to 
decide where you are going. Her 
last date took her to the Olive 
Garden and bought her shrimp 
and lobster. The one before that 
took her to the "Phantom of the 
Opera" and bought her $85 box 
seats. Now it's your turn. 
There's only one problem -
you're broke. 
Do you want to, 
a. Call her and say that , "I can 't 
take you out this week because 
Taco Bell closes early on Satur-
day night"? 
b. See her in school, and tell her 
that your 82-year-old Aunt 
Gertrude from Nepal has a pet 
llama and it's giving birth. You 
must be there to see it. 
c. Tell her it's a surprise, but she 
will never forget this night for the 
rest of her life. 
d. Or finally, act like a True 
/ 
H011ZONS 
Youth Services 
A Safe, Fun Space for 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Youth 
. Drop-in Center 
. Discussion Groups 
. Activiti~s 
. Education and Outreach 
961 Montana St. 
Call472-6469 (Day) or 929-Help (6-10 p.m.) .. 
327-5381 (lTD 1orHeartng impaired) . · 
.. 
Unless you are a true Mandingo 
Warrior, and you can beckon 
women with one snap of your 
fingers , you probably won't be 
able to convince her to pay for the 
date. For most people the best 
choice would be letter C. Con-
trary to popular belief, it is 
possible to have a successful 
date and not spend a lot of 
money. 
To give you a few tips on how to 
not spend money and have a 
successful date, I will take an 
excerpt from the bestselling book 
written by Dr. Seymore Hiney 
entitled, "How to get Over." 
How to make a girl think you 
care. without spending money 
1. Never go out at night. 
Reason 1: Everything is more 
expensive at night, restaurants, 
movies- therefore, your entire 
date. 
Reason 2: In the daytime, if your 
date is ugly you will be able to tell . 
This way you can save money by 
taking her home. 
2. Take her on a picnic and 
JUNE 
Midsommarfest 
June I 8- I 9, Sat I I a.m.- 8 p.m .. Sun Noon-
6 p.m. Clark Street. Foster to Catalpa 
Garfield Street Festil·al 
June 25, 10 a.m. -7 p.m. 
4241 W. Washmgton 
JULY 
Kwanzaa Summer 
Festival 
July 2, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m . 
49 E. 95th Street, Abbott Park 
The 4th on 53rd 
July 4, Noon - 5 p.m. 
53rd Strcct.Tastc of the Eastside 
July 15-I 6 Noon- 9 p.m. 
106th Ewinl! Street 
bring some of her favorite 
foods 
Reason 1: You can feed her 
without having to pay a lot for it 
Reason 2: By knowing her 
favorite food and bringing it, you 
earn the brownie points that will 
be all important later on that 
night. 
3. Take her to one of the 
neighborhood fests given 
throughout the summer. 
Reason 1: You can have fun 
and get her tired from walking 
around, without spending much 
money. 
Reason 2: All the walking 
around will give you more time to 
talk to her and make her believe 
any lies you tell her. 
4. Take her to one of 
Chicago's many great muse-
ums. 
Reason 1: You get to see a lot 
of cool exhibits, like petrified 
dead people, at the Field Mu-
seum and naked women at the 
Art Institute. 
Some museums that you may 
not know of, but are cheaper 
than the usual choices (several 
are free!) 
• The Mexican Fine Arts Center 
Museum, 1852 W. 19th St., 738-
1503. 
• Polish Museum of America, 984 
N. Milwaukee, 338-3352. 
• At the University of Chicago: 
The Smart Musuem of Art, 5550 
S. Greenwood, 702-0200.; and 
the Oriental Institute, 1155 E. 
85th, 702-9251 . 
• Printers' Row Printing Museum, 
731 S. Plymouth, 987-1059. 
Reason 2: She may think that 
you have culture if you take her 
to a museum instead of a movie, 
plus it will show her that you 
have spent time thinking about 
her and the date. That will give 
you extra brownie points which 
will be important at the end of the 
night. 
5. Take her bike riding, 
rollerblading, or to the beach. 
Reason 1: It's Free!!! 
Reason 2: You'll get to see her 
in skimpy clothing without 
seeming like a pervert. 
If you follow these rules, you will 
be sure to have a great time 
without spending a lot of money. 
This way you'll be able to afford 
three girls instead of one. That's 
a bargain that you just can't pass 
up. 
Places to take that date 
Ebony Family Celebration 
July 16, Noon-10 p.m. 
Dawes Park, 8052 S. Damen 
Rock around the Block 
July 16-17. Noon- Dusk 
Lincoln and Melrose 
Ghanafest 
July 23, I I a.m.- 9 p.m. 
DuSable MuseumFicsta Del Sol 
July 28-3 I, Thur-Fri 5- I I p.m., Sat-Sun I 1-1 I 
p.m. 
Blue Island, 18th to Cermak 
August 
Taste of Midway Festival 
Aug. 3-7 Noon-Midnight 
5500 S. Lore! 
Summer Fest West 
Aug. 5-7 Noon-9 p.m. 
Garfield Park, 3700 W. Madi on 
Morgan Park Roots 
Homecoming 
Aug. 6, 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.Ada Park, I 1250 S. 
Ada 
Taste of Austin 
Aug. I 8-2 I, Noon - I I p.m . 
Columbus Park, Jackson & Central 
Kokofest '94 
Aug. 20-21 10 a.m.- 10 p.m.4700-4900 S. 
Drexel 
Chicago, Illinois ..4 
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New Expression salutes the 1994 high school graduates! 
Like many other seniors lately, I've found myself searching for memories 
that I will take with me, memories to best encompass my experiences. 
I wonder if 10 years from now I'll remember that my senior year began almost a 
week behind schedule. The seemingly annual ritual in the Chicago Public Schools-
funding crisis-resulted in a system-wide shutdown. 
Strikes always hurt students, but seniors are hardest hit, since college plans are adversely af-
fected by strikes. As usual, students griped and complained. 
But they did more than just talk this school year. The teacher's strike ignited a stream of student 
protests, one of which was led by Students Organized to Save Schools (SOS). The group helped 
inspire a turnout of some 300 students, who protested at the State of Illinois Center last Septem-
ber. 
'The formation of SOS was a sign of things to come," said SOS co-founder Whitney Young se-
nior Matthew Williams. 
Was the level of student activism a one-shot deal? Williams doesn't think so. 'We're at the dawn 
of a new age in which young people will begin to change things in the social structure. " 
There was more activism this past year. For some teens, that activism occured on the front steps 
of the state's capitol. That's where a number of teenagers, many from Chicago, who were among 
the protestors at the Ku Klux Klan march on the steps of the Capitol building. They were rallying 
against and marching alongside the Klan! 
I wonder: Twenty years from now, will a new generation of racists be born or will they be com-
pletely wiped out? 
Returning to the immediate future, I can 't help but wonder if this 
will be the deadliest summer yet. The grim statistics from the Chi-
cago Police Dept. tell the story: Handguns were used in more 
Chicago murders during 1993 than in any other year in the city's 
history. 
Remember the three hundred incidents of gun fire reported in or 
near the Robert Taylor Homes? 
With an alarming number of young people who have been mur-
dered (a record 272 in 1993, compared to 261 in 1992) and summer 
has not officially begun, I wonder if some of my friends will live to see 
the fall. 
A friend of mine said that he plans to "lay low this summer.·· 
I remember when people looked forward to the summer. 
But on the flip side, I am looking forward to the summer so that I 
can enjoy the last couple of months with my friends before we all 
go our separate ways. I want to make sure that I'll have plenty 
of good memories to take with me to college in the fall. 
My hope is that others will have the same. 
By Rn' en Hill 
Stat1' Wrih' r, ~torgun Purk 
No more Class of 
'94, when we walk 
out those school 
doors! 
So take one last 
look, at our ... sorta 
yearbook 
Noteworthy 
senior: 
Rickey Le, 18, of 
Roosevelt High 
School, poses in 
front of a painting 
of his journey from 
Vietnam to the 
••• 
United States. l!____l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The Paper: 
Joanna Green 
works on the 
school newspa-
per with fellow 
editors. 
Photo by Ewa 
Sarnacka. 
Constanina Brown, 17, an apprentice artist from Harlem High 
School, paints a head sculpture at Gallery 60. 
Photo by Leo Carvajal, Curie High School 
:B NE jJ\E 1oo4 
Senior talent: Rocio Chavez (center}, Maria Lavarez 
(left}, Anotnia Lopez (right}, and Lupe Perez (not pictured) 
of Latino Youth Alternative High School periiorm " Freddy 
My Love" from GREASE during the lip sync show pre-
sented by the drama club. 
Photo by Jose Rico, Latino Youth. 
Jones Metropolitan: 
iViva Mexico! Maria Vasquez, 17, of Kelvyn Park High 
School, marches with others carrying the flag of Mexico. 
Photo by Leonardo Carvajal, Curie H.S. 
Andrea Pesce and Bryan 
Gleason 
Simeon Wolverines: Coach Chris Pruitt-
Stribling, seated, poses with her senior play-
ers (from left to right) Carisa Brown, Kamilah 
Wilson, Dekol Austin. 
Photo by Heather Black, Kenwood 
What about us? That's the question for yet another senior class with memo-
ries of a teachers strike. The Class of 1994 protests outside the State of Illinois 
Center. The good news, besides school opening, was that student activism 
was alive and well. 
Teen tackle: 
Simeon football 
players (right to left) 
Andre Lee, Ken 
McCarthy, Alvin 
Scott and John 
Johnson. Photo by 
Heather Black 
••• we 
FREE ROSE 
,------------~---------------~ l PROM SPECIAL I ~I I~ 
001 CONCEPTS IN DESIGN FLORIST 1 ~ 01 I trj ~ 1 5609 ~V. Chicago A ve. (912) 626-895 I trj ~I I~ ~ 1 FREE RO E WITH PURCRA E OF COR AGE & BOUTO~'NIERE I 0 ~ ~~ 1cn ~I AL 0 RECEIVE 5500 OFF ANY $3500 ltrj 
I : 
I I ~------------- - --------------· 
r ;?, ALL IN ONE BEAUTY CENTER ! 
I 
252 W£ST CHICAGO AVENUE. OAK PARK ll 60302 f706) 848-8720 
~~/ v+U~/ ~~/ 
Prom & Graduation Sptcial 
May &June 
$5.00 Off Any Nail Service 
($20.00 & UP) WITH THIS AD 
Let Rita Do Your Nails 
Call For An Appointment 
Walk Ins Welcome 
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Kudos to Omar 
Castor, 18, senior at Wells 
Community Academy. Omar (not 
pictured) was mentioned in the 
Chicago Sun-Times for excelling 
in classes and becoming the first 
student in the bilingual program 
to work on the school newspaper. 
Nijm Siraaj Tariq 
Ramsey(not pictured) 
High School: Corliss 
Awards: 
•National English Academic 
Merit Award 1994 
•Senior Class President 
•Captain of the Pep Squad 
•Captain of the Swim Team 
•Co-Captain of the Decathlon 
Team 
•Editor and anchor on the high 
school television crew 
•Mentor to freshman 
•Math team 
•Activist for the Dauphin Park 
and Chesterfield Communities 
•Yearbook staff writer 
•Winner of 1994 Christian 
Education Scholarship 
Michelle Hinsch (not pictured) 
High School: Lane Tech 
Changing the image: Alex Bird, 17; Andy Bediz, 18 and 
Peter Figel, 17, all of Evanston Tech, replace windows in 
a building once used as a gang hangout. 
Photo by Nicole Davis/New Expression 
Brush away: Yvette Rodriguez, 18, of 
Prologue High School watches as Gwen 
Palermo, 18, of Prologue High School 
paints the border of her next three-di-
mensional collage. 
Photo by Maritess Caamic, 17, Loyola 
University 
Awards; 1993-1994 All-State 
Academic Team Member for the II. ···· 
High School Assn. 
For you and that special person on that night to remembPr 
Travel through Chicago's Gold Coast and Lakefront in an tiqu~ 
19th century Victorian carriages. 
Coaches are available evenings at the west side of the old 
Water Tower, 1/ 2 block west of Michigan Ave at Chicago ave. 
VISA/ MASTERCARD accepted The Noble Horse 
For further information please call : 266-7878 1410 North Orleans 
:nNE J..N: 1004 
1 ,000 Words: Tammy Bruton, 17, works 
on an African mud painting now being 
displayed in th_e Marshall Fields window 
showcase. She is an apprentice artist em-
ployed by A.R.T. Teaching Resources of 
Gallery 37. 
Photo by Leo Caravajal, Curie High School 
A world without words can be a lonely. the Black H1story Makers of Tomorrow Essay 
frighten1ng place and 1t could be your world 1f Contest the Bud B1ll1ken Back-to-School 
you can't read. Without the ability to read Parade and our annual Teen Leadership 
and comprehend. you could feel trapped, Conference. 
isolated and without much hope. We contnbute to the Un1ted Negro College 
Your local McDonald's Owners of Fund and ACT-SO. an annual Academ1c. 
Chicagoland and Northwest Indiana want to Cultural, Technological and Scientific Olympic 
help you discover a world filled w1th opportu- showcase of young black talent. 
nities and accomplishments through read1ng. At McDonald's, we know you can 
That's why our Literacy Program Includes ~ make 1t when 
Ronald McDonald Read-Ins, Book Dnves and • you know how to read. 
Tutoring. We also sponsor programs like . . . m McDonald's Educates 
«> 1+ ~ nw-. "" .)' :I,..,. _., ..... M!Sl k'n-Y"k! 
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NE Interview with ... 
Mad Flava serves spicy hip hop 
By Marvin Patterson, Staff Writer 
Mad Flava brings flavor to 
their debut album, "From the 
Ground Unda" on Priority 
Records. The Dallas-based hip 
hop group consists of Cold Chris 
the Soulman, Don Kastan, a 
native New Yorker, Hype Dang, 
who's originally from St. Louis 
and who is the beat program-
mer/producer who worked with 
Total Trak Productions on 
projects with artists such as 
JCD, Silk Smooth and BOSS, 
and Baby G from Texas, who is 
known for rocking clubs, house 
parties, and doing live mix or 
rad io shows. 
For hip hop lovers Mad Flava 
has 20 phat tracks like "Git the 
Funk Up, • and "What's a Dawg 
to Do. " 
Their album explores what 
they've experienced in life. "We 
been living and making sacri-
fices in relationships," says 
Chris. 
This hip hop group is unique 
because they're 
mixed racially, from 
Cold Chris who's 
Caucasian to Baby 
G who's Korean 
and Mexican-
American. 
"People used to 
look at me different because of 
AFTER THE PROM 
VISIT THE JOHN HANCOCK OBSERVATORY 
$2.35 PER COUPLE IN FORMALWEAR 
The John Hancock Observatory, providing the perfect setting 
to tell her how much you care . 
• Experience a breathtaking, affordable prom night journey to the 
most beautiful sky view of Chicago from atop the 
World 's Most Recognized Building . 
• Prom couples ... in formalwear ... at the John Hancock Observatory for only $2.35* 
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• 875 North Michigan Avenue 
Open 9 a.m. - Midnight everyday. 
312-751 -3680 
"$2.35 pnce good through June 30. 1994 
my race, but when they heard 
my phat beats and saw how I 
rock clubs they don't react to 
my color," says Baby G. 
Besides doing thei r own thing, 
Mad Flava also plays a steady 
role in ICP, a Dallas-based 
alliance of rappers, DJ's, and hip 
hop artists. 
FREE 
PREGNANCY 
TESTING 
IMMEDIATE RESULTS 
(fest results while you wait) 
• All services confidential 
• Convenient appointments 
• 24-hour hotline 
©~~~~~ 
~~~@~~~©W 
©~~¥~~ 
CONVENI ENT LOCATIONS 
LOOP 
(312) 263·1576 
104 S. Michigan Avenue 
(at Mich1gan & Monroe) 
SUBURBAN 
(708) 885·177e 
709 E. Golf Road 
(at Golf & Plum Grove Ad.) 
NEAR WESf 
(708) 383-4999 
715 Lake Street, Suite 104 
•. (one block east of Oak Park Ave.) 
Aries (March 21-April 20) 
Romance is a focu . Ideas you 
merely thought of now will be 
executed. Utilize detail to enhance 
this experience. This i an excellent 
time to "Love the one you're with." 
Don't stay in the middle of the 
road ... Love your Libra. 
Taurus (April 21-:\-tay 21) Your 
mate will be "Rocking the Boat. 
Baby." He/she ~ill invne other 
friends to do things. This is a time 
for alteration. Ta1lor relationship 
and remam content. You'll have no 
problem finding a Iii-cable compan-
ion. Lool- for another Tauru . 
Gemini (Ma)' 22- June 21) 
Soc1al mv1tations will be endlc s. 
Thi i a wonderful time to expcn-
ence ne~ mtere~ts and appreciate 
culture. The Petnllo Band Shell 
could be im1t1ng. You'll enJO> many 
pleasant expenences that "'ill play 
mu ic to your e<m. You ~ill be 
captivated by a V1rgo 
Cancer (June 22-July 23) 
Exerc1se and d1etmg will change 
your per anal well-bemg Dev1'e a 
daily routme along ~nh takmg a 
multiple vitamin A membcr~h1p to 
a health club ~auld be an excellent 
prescnptlon. Purcha'>C a rubber 
band, stepper or JUmp rope to 
redistribute your wc1ght Count fat 
grams. That should be pan of dall) 
supplements ... 
Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) Focus on 
domestic l. lluauons. It may be 
refreshmg to help with cutting the 
grass, or clcamng the basement. Try 
to establish better communications 
with parents. A Cancer will adore 
you. Your rewards will be frunful 
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) Rcmam 
optimistic with finance~. Your 
summer JOb will provide much more 
than you anticipated. Spend some 
and enjoy, but remember to save ju~t 
enough for spec1al need~ that could 
creep up. An Aries will be al!racted. 
Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23) A~k 
your mom about improvmg your 
horne. You might want to help select 
a new pattern for your bedroom's 
wall covering. Even a border may 
change the appearance of thmgs. 
Remember, don ' t start a prOJect 
unless you 1ntent to complete things. 
Flowers may be an excellent 
decorative addiuon to your house 
Mix and match color!> to spnng up 
th1ngs. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Reach 
out and touch someone. Wwt unlll 
rates are reasonable. Even drop a 
note to that fore1gn exchange student 
you hosted. Maybe plan a tnp to 
reunite. Another Scorpio will help 
plan a reunion 
Sagittariu'> (Nov. 23 - Occ. 2 1) 
You ' ll be cnerg11cd to parade and 
prance. Try new eateries and 
cafes. Your palate will really begm 
to develop a tas te for the finer 
thing · in hfc. EnJOY yourself with a 
Tauru . He/ he will have many 1dcas 
to hare. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) Be 
ubtle. You can wm over everyone. 
Youwill have the abihty to sa) the 
right thing. at the right t1mc. 
ers i cer-
tamly your forte . Relax and enJOY 
thmgs w1th a L1bra. Everyone will 
envy you 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) 
You'l l have great potcnual with 
work. t\ void over-jealousness. 
Othcrw1sc, you will be your own 
worst enemy. Opponunny IS there 
for the takmg. but boostmg could 
diStrac t your employer Be cautious. 
Let a Scorp1an marten you up 
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20) 
A•o1d shoppmg sprees Your enure 
summer may prove a d1~aster and 
' 
11'1 
you may tum mto the "Frugal 
Gourmet." St1ck to rouune and 
you'll be home safe . A Gemm1 wtll 
be the only one you can relale to. So 
look for the1r 1nput... 
riff ft~CAco 
!fl){ft3£ }~£ 
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Wanted: Women for non-
traditionally female jobs 
Judge of the Circuit Court 
of Cook County: 
Requirements: 10-15 years law 
exrarnence; strong commitment 
to airness; strong commitment 
to uphold the law; sense of com-
reassion; concern for people; 
egal skills, basic writing, read-
ing, and research skills; must 
be a former lawyer. 
Supervisory Deputy United 
States Marshal: 
Requirements: Four year col-
lege degree, passage of written 
examination, three months at 
the Federal Law Training Cen-
ter , sense of humor, 
compassion, compatibility, 
common sense, and good 
speaking abilities. 
Lieutenant of Fire Suppres-
sion and Rescue: 
Requirements: passa8e of the 
city examinations for ivil Ser-
vice Jobs, physical exam 
medical exam, four months of 
training, one year field work. 
Officer in the United States 
Marine Corps: 
Requirements: United Stales 
citi~enship , honor, cfiride, self-
reliance.. self- iscipline, 
self-conftdence, leadership 
skills, advancements, and tech-
nical skills. 
Would you 
skip to 
another page 
of the want 
ads after 
reading these 
job 
descriptions? 
Well, these 
four women 
didn 't. And 
they all have 
a strong 
presence in 
their 
traditionally 
male jobs. 
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By Adrienne Samuels 
Staff Writer 
Morgan Park 
Females Marines are changing the slogan to read ''A few good men and women" 
The average person most emotional area of the wou ld think that court." founding the first all- On the other hand, .she 
black, all-woman law firm feels that the job is "very 
warrants re t. rewarding 
Shelvin Hall because you 
obviously did have done 
not think so. something to 
After work- bring order 
ing at her to where 
firm she there wasn't 
worked in any." 
Washington U.S. 
D.C. on Deputy 
Capital Hill Marshal 
for two years. Rudy Gabele 
Then she ~~~~~~~~ t 
C. · c · d Sh 1 · 11 cap ure 1rcut/ our/ )II ge e vm Ha 
became the 
chief consul of the State of 
Illinois Department of Human 
Service . 
Even that wasn't enough 
for her. Today, she seems 
content a a circuit judge for 
the Circuit Court of Illinois. 
From 9 to 5 on any given 
day. he'l l hear as many as 50 
ca e . As a trial judge, he 
decide who gets what in 
divorce cases and her verdict 
ultimately 
determines 
child 
cu tody . 
Judge Hall 
·aid the 
job i 
anything 
but ea y. 
··You try 
to be a 
runaway 
fugitives, searches and finds 
criminals, protects federal 
witnesses, gathers informa-
tion and testifies at federal 
courts, and finds parole and 
probation violators. In other 
words, meet a woman respon-
sible for catching and dealing 
with the "bad guy " in your 
neighborhood. 
When she started, 
Deputy Gabele was one of 
13 women 
in her field. 
She has 
shown she 
can run with 
the big boys 
by partici-
pating in 
Chicago 
Housing 
Authority 
sweeps and fair a 
fnNbe...Yoo 
divide up 
U.S. Depury Marshal Gabele handling 
former El 
people' live . Thi the Rukn Jeff Fort and convicted 
criminal Willie Lloyd. She has 
stayed overnight with federal 
juries and has guarded crimi-
nals in lock-up. 
At the start of her career, 
she felt her job was difficult 
because she was a rarity. 
Occasionally, people would 
mistake her for a criminal 
because they were o unused to 
seeing women in the field. 
Gabele said, "They (people) 
never suspect that I'm a law 
enforcement officer." 
Rosalind Jones was one of 
the first three women in the 
Chicago Fire Department. 
Now a lieutenant, she super-
vises putting out fires and fire 
rescue operations. On the job, 
she said that people have a 
hard time realizing she actually 
fights fires. "They're just 
stunned," Jones said, "most 
people can't believe it." 
Lieutenant Jones accepted 
the challenge of becoming a 
firefighter because she felt that 
anything, she believe she 
gains more respect once 
people find out her profession. 
Sergeant Sonia B. Burgos 
is a part of the elite group of 
citizens historically referred to 
as "a few good men." Now, 
she is responsible for helping 
.to change the public view of 
the Marine Corps to "a few 
good men and women." 
Sgt. Burgos did not half-
step in getting to her position . 
She trained with the best of 
the best for a grueling 12 and 
one-half weeks. This training 
involved physical training, 
study of military history, and 
school work. She learned to 
run a mile and a half in less 
than 15 minutes and was 
expected to perform 50 sit-ups 
in less than one minute. She 
can rappel off of cliffs and 
swim as good as any of the 
men . 
Sgt. Burgos now works as 
a Marine recruiter. She 
travels to different 
"Women 
shouldn't 
be afraid to 
do non-
traditional 
job . " 
.-----------..., schools and 
encourages stu-
dents to join the 
Corp . In addition 
to all of this, she 
has made her 
television debut on 
ESPN. She is in a 
commercial that 
advertises avail-
She ha 
never 
experienced 
any exism 
on the job 
because she 
feels that 
L---~==---========...1 able positions for 
"You only 
Female Marines are prepared to nwve up women in the 
the randc.s alongside male counterpans Marines. On 
have that problem if you let it 
exist... No matter who does it, 
the job must be done." If 
being a woman Marine, she 
said, 'We're equal in every 
way to the men." 
trcaclitie».-.cal 
Women and work in Chicago This supplement brought to you courtesy ofFei-Pro Mecklenberger Foundation 
A Q & A with Today's Chicago Woman Managing Editor Pam Levy 
By Cbantt Spann 
t.aCf Writer 
Morgan Park 
Pam Levy, who has been the 
managing editor of the free 
monthlj• Today's Chicago Woman 
for eight months and was previously 
its assistant editor, also has held 
editorial posts at American 
Express's Database Media Group; 
Departures Maga:.ine; Playboy; and 
Equal Time. It is her current 
experience, however that caused 
1 E ro interview her: 111e I ]-year-
old TCW, as she calls it, is , in her 
words, " The only publication for, 
about and by Chicago women .. " 
And while she names her 
maga::.ine 's larger audience as 
"Working women, ages 25-65," she 
adds that "we have 1 5-year-o/ds 
and 91-year-olds reading our 
magazine." 
In this Q & A, she uses her 
experience aJ TodDy's Chicago 
Woman to give us some insight as 
to what it's like to be a woman in 
Chicago's business world today. 
Q: How has women· role in the 
workplace changed smce you· ve 
been workmg for Todm 's Chica~o 
Woman ' 
A: There hasn ' t heen a sub tanllal 
change for women m the workplace 
smce I' ve been at TCW. hmvcver, 
there has been a new trend w1th 
workmg mothers over the last two 
year.. Many workmg mothers arc 
now reah11ng that they have many 
opuons: \\ Clrking full -ume; part-
lime. \\ Orkmg at home or not 
\\ Orkmg at all. Morco\cr. "hen 0 
percenL of a \\Orking mother's 
paychccJ.. goes to caring for her 
child. \\ hu::h i n clude~ day care. bah) 
S itter~ a\ \\CII as cost for getting 
herself prepared tor \\ ork (clothes. 
tran,port.uion) man) mmhcr., arc 
optmg to ~ tay home "ith thc1 r 
children 
Q: Arc JOb opportuniuc' d1fl crcnt 
for women than they "ere I 0 ) cars 
ago 1 What do } ou thmJ.. a ) nung 
lady graduating from college in tour 
) ear~ has to look fof\\ ard to m the 
JOb market 1 
.\: There .uc many opp0rt uniuc~ 
for \\Omen 1n both public and 
private compan1es and not-for-profit 
compan1cs. While some occupations 
may be more lllff1cult for women to 
succeed m. I believe there have been 
many fe male p1oneer., who have 
helped pave the way for many other 
women to come 
I he he\ e that Y.Omen ha'e entered 
certam field\ 1n larger number<> O\Cr 
the last I 0 yc.tr' because they ha\ c 
worked hard to get thcrc and hcca usc 
compame' arc reah11ng that the) 
can' t \ Ucn:ed \\ llhout a rcah,tic 
represcnt.lllnn ol our '<XICt). \\ l11ch 
mcludes \HHncn amJ all races. 
As ll>n£ as our cconom) p1cb up. 
there Y.lll be plcnt) ot opp0rtunillc' 
tor female graduate,, The 11l1JX1rtant 
thmg ., w gct Js much h.md,·on 
e\pcnencc 111 your field of mtcrcst 
\\h ile you're m 'chool. 'a) through 
intcmsh1ps ( unpa1d. 11 ncccss.lf) lor 
pJ)II1£JOh, , You'll bc 0nc \lcp 
••head ol the others 11 ) ou \\Ork hard 
to get th.ll cxtr.l npcncnce. 
I bd1c\c .1 wnnl.ln Cdn do dll) thmg 
~he \\.1111\ to dll, rcg.~rdlc" ot gcnda 
h.1rncrs. l·urthcrmore. nunp.tmcs 
\\i.lnt \\OillCill n thc1r \\ orkl orcc in 
order to maJ..c thc compan} mnrc 
compc1111 \c. 
WOMEN PLAYING THE (CAREER) FIELD 
Suggested reading: the best-selling 
"Me gat rends for Women," by Patricia 
Aburdene and John NatSbiu 
FolloWing zs a compiled sampler 
of the znformation they share 
WINNING SOME 
•IN POLITICS: 
In 1993, 19 of the I 00 largest 
cities had women mayors: and 
women mayors govern 41 of the 
202 U.S. cities with populations 
over I OO,CXX). 
•IN SPORTS ... 
Top executive posts: In 1991 . 
Judtth Sweet became the first 
female president of the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA). Other firsts : Linda 
Bogden as college scout for the 
National Football League 
(NFL), and Elaine Weddington 
as the first female assistant 
general manager to a major 
league bac;eballteam ( tn this 
case, the Red Sox). 
While only five percent of all sports 
reporters and broadcaster~ were women in 
1990. that number-- 500 ·· 1 double thai 
of what it was only two years earlier. 
• FEMALES IN THE MAIL GAME. .. 
The number of po\tal earner' has doubled 
smce 19 0. 
• CO" TRLCII\G A 
BElTER Ft;TL RE FOR 
WO\IE\ I H \RO 
HAT,' arc th~ femab 
makmg up more-than I 3 
percent of con,trucuon 
executt~cs/managc r' The 
hope " that they (an hots! 
upward the perc~ntage' of 
women m the lower lc1 cis 
of the field Abou1 1hree 
percent of con~truc t1 on 
worl..er' tn the U.S are 
female. 
LOSING SOME: 
Only I S percent of U.S. 
lin:ligh1ers are lcmalc. 
STAY! GIN THE 
GAME 
By the end of the first 
quarter of 1991, authors 
Aburdcnc and Naisb11t 
report that women were earning 77 cents to 
every dollar men earned. 
I 
Q: Can you 
name \Orne 
female p10neers 
who have entered 
into tradlltOnally 
male JX1,ition'> in 
Ch1cago'! 
A: There arc so 
man;. hut LO 
name a fe.,.. 
Gold1e Wolle. 
Chicago·., only 
female owner ot 
a commcrcml real 
estate fmn. 
K.m.n Ve,,eJy. 
the only tcmale 
prc-.1dcnt at 
\ rncntcch; 
Ruth 
Rnth-.tcm. ClX1k 
Count)·, 
comm1-.s1oncr ot 
he.~lth. 
Sl\tcr (.)hella 
l)nn cnmml'· 
,.l,ncr ol the 
Dcr..trtmcnt ol 
Hcahh. 
'T<>ppii1g 
the professional crop 
•Of the 275 l-ice presidents of CNA 
Financial Corp.,the company told Today 's 
Chicago Woman (TCW) in October that 
43 are women, and of its 304 directors 
59 are \Wmen. 
•TOr at that time also learned that 
nited Air Line Corp. numbers four 
female among its -tO 'l'ice pre idents: 
• ears ~terchandise Group, three of its 16; 
• ara Lee, three of its 35: 
•,\T & T, 2 of its 15; 
•Ameritech. three of its 1~; ~lotorola, 16 of 
its 37~: 
and 
•Baxter International Inc .. one of the 27. 
So close, but yet so far 
According to the U .. Department of Labor; 
• 490,000 men are \\elders and cutters, compared to 17,000 
women; the men make a median weeki) alary of ~57 while 
the women only make a median weekly alary of $306! 
•201 ,000 men are heating, air conditioning and refrigerator 
mechanic , compared to ~.000 women. But when the men pull 
in a median weekly alary of $492, the women are getting a 
median weekly alary of$617!! 
• Meanwhile, of the 145,000 heayy equipment mechanic , 
143,000 are men! But remember, the 2,000 women in the field 
make a median weeki) alary of $526. 13 a week le than 
the median . alary of men in the field. 
---
r= 
Here's some local place to contact if you want to know more 
about the women in non-traditional job in Chit-ago. 
Women's Busines. Development Center- 853-3477 
Women Employed.- 782-3902 
Woml'n in ~ lanagemcnt - 419-0171 
Women in Trades- 942-1444 
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l 
June 3 
The Loyola Beach 
Neighborhood 
Association will 
sponsor the "Artists of 
the Wall,n an art 
competition open to 
everyone in 
Chicagoland. Festival 
highlights include the 
"Artists of the Wall," 
where artistic skills 
will win prizes. For 
information call (312) 
338-6863. 
The Chicago Theatre 
Company will be 
presenting "Pill Hill" a 
play viewing lives of 
African-American steel 
mill workers. The play 
will run till July 1Oth. 
Call (312) 493-0901. 
26 N E JUNE 1994 
NE things to do 
r.;;;~;m~~~~~~~==~==~ June4 r-----------------------------1 
The Alyo Children's 
Dance Theatre will 
perform their annual 
youth concert, "Saba: 
Seven,~~ at the Dunham 
Theatre of Kennedy-
King College, 6800 S. 
Wentworth. 
Performances will be 
June 4 and June 5. For 
information call (312) 
907-2193. 
Junes 
The Chicago Actor's 
Ensemble will present 
the last performance of 
the Chicago premiere 
"Imperceptible 
Mutabilities in the Third 
Kingdom." The play 
takes a poetic look at 
I African-American life, -----.....,..~. history and culture. For 
Harerasaurus. more than 200 nul/ion years old, IS one of the I 
on displa1 at till' 1·11•/d Museum·, DNA to Dtnosaurs information call (312) 
\lubu Photo by J ohn IVeiustein, courtesy of the museum. 275-4463. 
June7 
The Arie Crown 
Theatre wilf present 
the musical "Cats" the 
7th to 12th. For more 
information call (312) 
791-6000 or Ticket 
Master. 
The Organic Theatre, 
3319 N. Clark, will 
present two on going 
plays, "Late Night 
Catechism" and "Hell 
Cab." The former is a 
one-woman show 
depicting a catechism 
class gone bad and the 
latter is the day in the life 
of a cabbie and his 
customers. For more 
information call (312) 
327-5588. 
The City Colleges of Chicago 
offers cia ses and programs in: 
• College Credit 
• Week-End College 
• Job and Career '!raining 
• TV College 
• Hobbies/Recreation 
City Colleges of Chicago 
Quality Education at an Affordable Price. 
_____________ _ _ __ _flasses forming_now! __ _ _ _ ___ _ ______ _ _ _ 
To get started, mail this coupon today ! 
Name: 
Addrc~s : 
City Colleges of Chicago c ity: _______ ..,tate: ____ zip:--
Dept. NE 
226 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60606-6998 
or dial 
C•O•L•L•E•G•E 
(312) 265•5343 
Phone: 
I am interested in: 
0 Daley ollege 
0 Kennedy-King College 
Malcolm X College 
U Olive-llarvey ollege 
(J Truman College 
0 I Iarold Washington College 
Wright College 
(] WYC - TV I Channel 20 
U I'm not sure, have ·omeone call me. 
Start your future now with the City Colleges of Chicago! 
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NEMusic Survey 
Overplayed song: Bump 
and Grind by R. Kelly 
Band Most Likely to Drive 
Your Parents Crazy: 
Snoop Doggy Dogg and 2 Live 
Crew 
Best Solo Singer: 
Male: R. Kelly 
NE's summer reading favorites 
NE is pleased to publish the winners of its essay #5, which asked readers to select a favorite book for review. 
Contest funding is through a grant from the Polk Bros. Foundation -- A Chicago Concern 
First: Place 
''Waiting to Exhale" by 
· Terry McMillan 
Robin Stokes and Gloria Mathews. tionship and not the love. 
Savannah is an attractive and intelli- Gloria Mathews owns a hair salon 
gent woman looking for emotional and called Oasis. Her son Tarik has been 
career opportunities. She is moving to her soul purpose in life. However, with 
the fourth city in 15 years and seems to Tarik about to go to college, she has to 
And now what you have all been waiting for. The results of the New 
Expression first annual music 
survey, and the music survey 
winner. After compiling all the 
city-wide surveys and using state 
of the art technology here are the 
results: 
Favorite Alternative 
Band: Violent Femmes 
Least favorite alternative 
band: Depeche Mode 
t;, Ebony Joy James 
Whitney Young 
Teacher: Mr. Rehak keep falling for Mr. Wrong. figure out how to fill his absence. 
Bernadine seems to have everything With all these different problems in Female: Whitney Houston and "' 
Toni Braxton This book is labeled a "good read" -a beautiful house, wonderful husband their lives, these women still have to be 
Best Rapper 
Male: Snoop Doggy Dogg 
Female: Queen Latifah 
Best Lyrics: Snoop Doggy 
Dogg 
Meaningless Lyrics: Luke 
Best Video: Pumps and a 
Bump by Hammer/Gin and Juice 
by Snoop Doggy Dogg 
Worst Video: Feenin' by 
Jodeci 
Overplayed video: Pumps 
and a Bump by Hammer 
The Music you listen to 
most is: Rap and R&B 
How You Spend Your 
Money: Clothes and CO's 
And the winner is: 
~U\fuJ rfl®'A of 
Dunbar.Lasonia is the 
winner of a music 
sampler. 
Hyde Park Family Planning Clinic 
of 
CHICAGO OSTEOPATHIC 
HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER 
provides a wide range of health education and 
medical services to youth and adults 
contraception 
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases, 
including HIV infection 
substance abuse 
prevention and intervention of violence 
We ..• 
* offer day and evening clinic hours 
* serve teens and adults 
* participate in the "Healthy Start" family 
planning program 
* train HIV infected youth as peer health educators 
* offer comprehensive diagnostic evaluations and 
treatment 
* offer same-day appointments for urgent needs 
* believe in providing preventive care that focuses 
on early detection 
The H yde Park Family Planning C linic is staffed with 
highly qualified professionals who can provide you or 
omeone you know with confidential family planning 
services. We accept Medicaid and offer a sliding fee 
scale. 
To make an appointment, call 
947.-4830 
1000 E. 53rd Street 
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because of its personable characters. and two children. However, after II friends. But to fmd out how they get 
., It takes you inside a woman' s mind, years of marriage, her husband leaves over the difficult obstacles that come 
how she really perceives man to be, her for.another w~man. . across in their lives, you'll have to read 
· through four different characters: Sa- R~bm Stokes IS a busmess woman the book yourself. 
f vannah Jackson, Bernadine Harris, looking for the money out of the rela-
1::-..:<;~· ·: -:~:=:-=--?.:.· -~-=:-::m:;-:;:~::$:::=::?.?.'~~ ~~~~=:==:::~~m~<(:;:::.;:~:::~ .. ;;- ~~w«:~:-:r.< :;<".::::-:r~~;;;-;:~.:-· ::m~~.:::-;::·:~:==-~;~;r;.::~~<::-?:·: ·· .. ~x f~~~ .. :}.-;;'>"::?;f."~:r~:::::=·:~.:::::?~f:£%.i??.'~::::::-~:::::~~* ~;:.:::=;;;;,-~*~:-·::::~ ::~<x?-:'@:r0.::::-.?-:" ·a::::!'JJ.~;:{@'"';::: .<-*'t"'~' x~:-··« S lor Homes. They played ball together not imply that we know the problems econd place . ' 1 f h 1· · went to school together and were m and strugg es o one w o 1ves m a 
I" "Brothers" by Sylvestor h Th • h "B h " · street gangs to protect themselves. g etto. at s w y rot ers IS so Monroe ff · · b · J'C th h ~ Shauntell Lawrence Some. had hopes, s~m~ had dreams. e ect1ve- It nngs to 1 e e g etto 
~ Some didn't care. It IS Important we experience. ~ Jones Metro 
< don't stereotype blacks growing up in You can take the Negro out of the Teacher: Mr. Davis 
One of my favorite books is "Broth-
ers." It has a lot to do with the reality 
of a black man in the ghetto trying to 
make something of himself despite 
his distracting surroundings. 
"Brothers" is about 12 men who 
grew up in the ' 60s in theRobert Tay-
Third Place 
"Mama" by Terry 
McMillan 
Luella Perot 
Martin Luther King High 
School 
Teacher: Mrs. Trenholm 
"It ain't that I don't believe in God, 
I just don ' t trust his judgement." This 
is a line from the book ''Mama," writ-
ten by Terry McMillan. This story is a ! very touching and amazing story about 
L 
the ghetto as those who will never make ghetto, but as "Brothers" shows us, 
it in life. Some of the men in you can't take the ghetto out of the 
"Brothers"made it out of the ghetto and Negro. This fact proves that we need 
intoahappy,productivelife.Somewenl good role models as parents. Even if 
to the military, found a home and a wife a person moved into the nicest part of 
to share it with. One man found God. the world, without the proper guid-
Some found how to believe in oneself. ance, it wouldn't make much of a 
We as individuals cannot and should difference 
an African-American mother who does 
anything to keep her family together. 
The story touches dramatically on the 
mother' s difficulty in fmding a stable 
job without schooling, but she still finds 
enough to get by. 
"Mama" also touches on the men the 
mother has in her life, men she never 
lets get in the way of her children. 
"Mama" uses the real-life strength of 
African American women-- because in 
real life, almost 80 percent of black 
women are rainsing children without 
father figures. The book has an uplift-
ing spirit as the children grow up and 
try to make something of themselves, 
to make their mother know she didn't 
scrub floors and clean houses for noth-
ing, but for her children to become 
more. 
I recommend that people read this 
book because it's a realistic look at 
African-American women raising their 
children on their own, malcing their 
dreams and their children's dreams 
come true. 
This ofler is good for the entire month of May & June 
(Reservation accepted for parties of ten or more) 
436 E. 791h St. (312) 487-2900 
Proof of graduation (diploma or certificate must be shown.) 
Hours of operation Tues· Thurs 8am-11 pm Fri·Sun 8am-mldnlght 
closed Mondays 
Banquet facilities also available for graduation parties 
[ _--- -----
NE!nten iew with ... Ralph Tresvant's new album proves 
he's sexy as well as sensitive 
By \tan in Patter<iOn 
Nv Sen5111Vlfy •s bod W1th lvs second solo album. "Its 
Gon Down" ~ MCA Records. Sonce releos.ng hos plot.· 
oom a~ 'SensiMty • n I Q<l() T te5\'ont leeis he knows 
..J.ot Ito es to .... ~rle and prodJce f.s own ~rn People 
moy slllthonl of Tre5\'Qnt as themon v.ho has senli! ~ ly b,t 
he shows off a servol/romoniK: scle ~ f.s ~ohm !l.s 
olbom represents me h shows a! dHerent sodes of Rolph 
that people hove never seen· he soys. 
Songs ~e 'Who the MoK:k • Ser 0 • smoot e•c'.c 
~and 'Yoo Remerrbe! Me' o l..,ly donee track. 
v.«k tog<?ther to show how versot.le T re5\'anl con be 
lre5\'onl siJI momlo•ns a relotonlh.p W11h lo bod tn 
the ~Its Jlloteets where he and schoolmates 
Bobby Brown Rdy Be M.choel BrM.s. and Ronnoe 
Devoe formed N.>w Ed.ton. f'kw fd•10n was aed•ed lor 
hot ~ngkl n IN? 80s e 'Cool I i'Jc,. '.Vv le!cpf.cne 
Man· among others. After the lepOI'O'OO Gf t' 9'01.1P a 
rrembers hod 9JCCessl~ hots. M'"9 lre5\'ont I there os any 
cloonce of a New Eel• on oihJm. hos answer IS 'Yes, '" t!-.> 
I 'Jre bJt r gN oow fm v.QIIong on ~y obm and Bobby 
&-a...., os .... 'X~"'9 on hos profl'C1' 
CTA TO SUMMER FUN 
The Chicago Transit Authoiity·s buses and trains can tak e you to a ll of ummer ' 
attractions. from the lakefront to ba ll gam es. For inform ation . ys tem m ap are 
available at our stations or call 836 -7000. 
IJ 
Oak Street Beach-Buses 66 , 145, 146. 147 or 15 1 lak e you nearby. 
Or walk from Red Line subway station s at Chicago/Sta te or 
Clark/Division. 
#15 Shopping Loop Bu.-Ride between the State S treet MaJI and orth 
Michigan Avenue for ju t 50 cents. Weekday l l am to 2pm. every 15 
minutes. Look for the big r ed and white c:; ign s on th e bus! 
Red Line Trains To Ballparks--Sta le Street su bway from d owntown or 
the North Michigan Aven ue ar ea. Go north to i\clclison for the Cu bs at 
Wrigley Field or south to 35th for the Sox a t Comisk ey Park. 
#146 Bus To Museum.-Fr orn the north side lakcfronl. North Mi('htg<m 
Avenue or Sta te St ree t downtown to the Acpta l ium, Plancl anum. Nnlural 
I fi story Museum and Soldier Fie: lei. 
North Pier Market/Navy Pier Stage Busc<.; 65 Gnmcl , 6G Ch icngo. 
56 Milwauk<'C', 29 State·. T hen· s a wh o((' new <·nl<"rl .unnH'lll <·mnplcx 
going up a t Navy Pl<·r! 
-ra 
T R A N S I T 
WW<l4010 
Ho1 also ~ys ,f wooldn 1 make any Sl'n'P- lor Bobby hs own company He pions~ pro:kmg r-.f1N grao;ps ,t 'e 
&own to leave w1le Wlvtn"y Houston or hos chold to slorl h? cholk at home w-th hos Hrfe and chold on the Boy o-eo c! 
lourong ~workngonh.s obln lres;oniJSbAiclng Son Fronw:o 
LAKE SHORE FLORIST & GIFT SHOP 
PROM 
SPECIAL 
Dougtas Powell 
HOrliCUiturost 
Commerctal 
Accounts 
Welcome 
• SENIORS 
DISCOUNT 
A LL MAJOR 
CRE DIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 
SILK & FRESH CUT FLORAL 
ARANGEMENTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
WEDDINGS • FUNERALS • BANQUETS 
1 Qq} DbtOl \1 
• BALLOON ARRANGEMENTS 
• GOURMET FRUIT BASKETS 
• STUFFED ANIMALS 
• DISH GARDENS 
• BOUTONNIERE 
• Bouquets & Corsages 
HOSPITAL DEUVERY 
1€5 fJ(f}!•!•f}) 
FAX 955-0041 
1-800 292-0159 
SER, ~G CITY 5 SUBURBS 
LARGE 
BALLOON 
BOUQUETS 
WE W RE At OVER ''"t •'•CR.D 
M SA" 0"00 AM - P\l 
1972 E. 73rd - 342 E. 71 st St. - 994-2848 
"SPICTACULAR! 
'THE ENDLESS SUMMER ll'ls ENDlESS fUN!" 
-Jtncn ,,_, 1-l'llwn/l,.. Ill a.u. 
STARTS fRIDAY, .JUNE 3 
PIPERS ALLEY ONE SCHAUMBURG PL. STRATFORD SQ. YORKTOWN 
Chocago 31M4~ 1500 &Mumbory '082~0...'014 Btoomtll\)\klli' 00"351 %10 Lomtwu 'Ot\4% 0010 
CRESTWOOD RIVER OAKS 
Coostwood 708r.J'lb 2300 Cntumo1 Coly 708.8ti8 3400 
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